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Executive Summary
Numerous studies have found that the populations comprising the early care and education (ECE) workforce
have tended to face structural and personal barriers to obtaining educational and professional qualifications
(Dukakis, Bellm, Seer & Lee, 2007; Karoly, 2012; National Survey of Early Care and Education, 2013; Saluja,
Early, & Clifford, 2002; Whitebook, Phillips, & Howes, 2014). Unsurprisingly, studies have shown that workers in
the field of early care and education (ECE) have historically had low levels of attainment of educational and
professional qualifications (Herzenberg, Price, & Bradley, 2005; National Survey of Early Care and Education,
2013; U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2012; Whitebook et al., 2006).
In order to develop a more educated and professionally prepared workforce in the field of ECE, the Child
Development Workforce Initiative (CDWFI) program works towards the following goals: to attract a new and
diverse workforce; to elevate the educational and professional qualifications of the ECE workforce in Los Angeles
County; and to increase the capacity of the higher education system to support and prepare the current and
potential ECE workforce. The CDWFI program offers its students dedicated services that are not readily available
to the general student body at the high school, community college, 4-year, and graduate school levels. The
CDWFI program delivers services through locally determined models of student supports, which are implemented
in a partnership between grantee community colleges (CDWFI projects) and other schools at the secondary and
post-secondary level. The staff involved in CDWFI work to increase the capacity of the partnered educational
institutions to support and prepare students for careers in ECE, by connecting students to services, and by
enhancing the student experience through the establishment of networks and mentorship models.
Although research on the impact of educational and professional qualifications on children’s outcomes is
inconclusive, more widespread attainment of educational and professional qualifications could have other positive
impacts, by influencing public awareness of the professionalism and expertise of workers in the ECE field and by
creating support for improved wages. In turn, these changes could lead to improved retention of a skilled
workforce providing high quality care for children. In addition, ECE professionals will need to adjust to changes in
the state and federal policy landscape; educational and professional qualifications, particularly bachelor’s degrees,
will be required to remain competitive in the job market.
The CDWFI program is funded under the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium, a larger workforce
effort that brings together ECE organizations and leaders to improve the educational and professional
development system for ECE professionals in Los Angeles County. The CDWFI program serves the critical function
of providing direct support services to students with an interest in pursuing careers in ECE.

Research Questions
This evaluation addresses the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the characteristics of the population served by the CDWFI program?
What services are offered through the CDWFI high school and college components?
To what extent is the CDWFI program meeting its objectives?
In what ways do CDWFI students feel that support services help them overcome barriers/challenges and
achieve their educational and professional goals?
5. What are recommendations for improving program implementation?
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Methods
The evaluation drew on multiple sources of data.
Administrative data was collected from a database maintained on all members. The evaluation collected
demographic, work, and educational histories from members’ applications. Case management data, including the
frequency and types of services members participated in, was collected for all members.
Multiple surveys were administered as part of the evaluation. All members in Fiscal Year (FY) 2014-15 were
invited at the end of the year to complete a survey about their life experiences, perception of the program’s
impact, and barriers and challenges to completing their educational and professional goals. Additionally, a followup survey was sent to former college members from FY 2013-14 regarding their employment outcomes 10 to 12
months after exiting the program.
Copies of members’ permits and transcripts were obtained from CDWFI partners to substantiate student
outcomes.
Data from staff was collected through focus groups and surveys. Focus groups were conducted with CDWFI high
school staff on the model of services and intended outcomes of the high school components. Project leads were
surveyed about their reflections on the program year and the services offered in their projects.
Quantitative data was analyzed with basic descriptive statistics. Pre- and post- measures from the application and
end-of-year surveys were analyzed using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Open-ended responses were coded
“from the ground up” according to themes that emerged from the responses to that question.

Findings
The findings in this report are organized by the evaluation questions and areas summarizing the intended impacts
of the program:

Member Demographics. In total the CDWFI program served 1,631 members from high school, community
college, 4-year college/university, and graduate school.

The ECE employment backgrounds of members ranged from those exploring the field, to those just deciding to
pursue a career in the field, to those very experienced in the field with some qualifications or advanced
qualifications. The majority of college members were not employed in the ECE field. College members not
employed in ECE often lacked CD permits or any level of post-secondary degree. The program also served a
substantial percentage of college members (14.6%) who had extensive work experience, but had not yet attained
advanced permits or a degree in ECE.
Most college members faced significant barriers to educational and professional advancement, including economic
hardship and competing demands of work and family responsibilities.

Recommendations:


Collect data on the projects’ commonalities in approaches to serving non-traditional students, in order to
enhance understanding of the CDWFI program model for potential funders

Program Model of Services. Each of the local CDWFI projects differed considerably in their approaches to

addressing student needs. In order to understand the outcomes of the program, the evaluation sought to
establish the common themes between the interventions experienced by members across projects. There was
more alignment among services offered in the college components than among those offered in the more
recently established high school components.
For this report, services offered across all projects were identified as “core services” of the CDWFI program. In
the high school component, core services consisted of: career workshops, child care center tours, content
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workshops, financial aid workshops, incentives, lending library, networking, and training on professionalism. In
the college component, core services consisted of: academic workshops, academic advising/counseling, career
workshops, child care center tours, content workshops, dedicated advisors, incentives, lending library,
networking, resource center/lab, training on professionalism, and tutoring.
Data on members’ use of services was analyzed to determine the typical interventions and dosages experienced
by CDWFI members. The services accessed by a majority of high school members were career workshops,
content workshops, and networking. The services accessed by a majority of college members were content
workshops, counseling/advising, direct financial assistance, education plans, mentoring, and networking. On
average, high school members most frequently accessed content workshops and mentoring, and college
members most frequently accessed mentoring and the resource center/lab.

Recommendations:




Identify services to be prioritized for any funding secured after the final year under the current grant (FY
2015-16)
Discuss among program and project staff whether closer alignment of services is desired, particularly in
the high school component
Examine project-level variation in usage and dosage to identify local strengths in program models of
service that can inform new grant applications

Increased Awareness of and Entry into the ECE Field. The CDWFI program raised members’ awareness of

ECE career pathways and educational pathways in key areas identified in the evaluation. There was a statistically
significant increase in members’ reported knowledge of all identified areas of ECE career pathways.
The majority of members in both components reported that the CDWFI program had taught them about all key
areas of educational pathways identified in the evaluation. One of the ways in which the CDWFI program raised
knowledge of educational pathways was by creating or updating educational plans outlining course sequences,
which helped members to reach individualized ECE career and educational goals and timetables. The majority of
college members (74%) completed an education plan. Education plan completion for high school members was
not an emphasis of the program; even so, 32% of all high school members completed an education plan. The
weakest results in knowledge of educational pathways were in high school members’ exposure to knowledge
about how to apply for financial aid.
The program also attracted new members to the ECE field. In FY 2014-15, the majority of members (53.7%)
were new to the CDWFI program. Almost all college members surveyed who were not currently employed in ECE
intended to join the ECE field. Most high school members indicated they were interested in continuing to explore
ECE by taking classes in college and attending a college with CDWFI. Although high school members were not
expected to commit to ECE, about half of those surveyed expressed a desire to pursue an ECE career.

Recommendations:




In local decisions about workshop topics for FY 2015-16, incorporate project-level variation in the ECE
career pathway topics least familiar to new members
Explore the feasibility of expanding use of student feedback to determine workshop topics
Provide additional instruction to high school members on how to apply for financial aid, or establish
partnerships with financial aid offices to leverage existing campus resources

Increased ECE Qualifications. The CDWFI program provided numerous academic supports to assist members

with successful completion of courses in CD/ECE or related fields. Based on the transcripts available at the time of
reporting, college members passed a majority of courses (90.3%) attempted in CD/ECE programs of study this
year. Dual enrolled high school members also passed the overwhelming majority (90.8%) of college-level CD/ECE
courses attempted.
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In FY 2014-15, 45.1% of college members achieved either a certificate, transfer, degree or permit. These results
should be interpreted in the context of these outcomes being multi-year goals. Additionally, college members
participate in the program at different stages of ECE experience and with different educational backgrounds, and
not all members are attempting to earn certificates, transfers, degrees and permits. College- or departmentissued certificates were earned by 23.7% of all college members. In addition, 6 high school members earned
certificates equivalent in the course requirements to the associate teacher permit. A small percentage of all
community college members transferred this year (3.6%); this transfer rate includes as a base all community
college members and not just community college members who may be intending to transfer. In FY 2014-15,
16.1% of all college members earned a degree; by the end of the year, there was a 10.0% reduction in college
members who did not have a degree in CD/ECE or related fields. Also in FY 2014-15, 16.7% of college members
earned a CD permit. Members who earned a permit were more likely than those who did not earn a permit to
have entered the program with no level or a low level of permit. By the end of the year, there was an 11.4%
reduction in college members who did not hold any CD permit.
The average time to earn a certificate, transfer or degree provides an indication of how effectively the program is
moving members towards achievement of their educational and career goals. After entering the CDWFI program,
students were able to quickly advance to complete their educational goals. Certificates, transfers, degrees, or
permits earned in FY 2014-15 were achieved approximately 2 years from program entry (for a certificate, transfer
or AA/AS) to 4 years from program entry for a BA/BS and MA/MS). In comparison, according to the California
Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, approximately half of the general student population of the CDWFI
community colleges typically achieve certificates, transfers or AA/AS degrees within 6 years. Thus, the CDWFI
program helps students to reach their educational goals more quickly than would otherwise be possible.

Recommendations:




Explore the service use histories of members achieving outcomes versus members not achieving
outcomes
Collect retrospective survey data on college members’ intent to achieve certificates, transfers, degrees, or
permits
Use recent years of reliable data to examine a longitudinal dataset, and calculate a cohort rate of
achievement for any educational or professional outcome in ECE

Greater Career Advancement and Retention. To assess the CDWFI program’s impact on career

advancement, current and former members were asked to report on their employment outcomes. Out of the
college member respondents from FY 2014-15 who were employed at the time of the survey, 35.5% felt that the
program helped them to secure their job. Of FY 2014-15 college member respondents, 27.2% experienced a
promotion and 30.4% experienced a pay increase since participating in the program. Out of all FY 2014-15
college member respondents experiencing a pay increase, 30.1% felt the CDWFI program had helped them to
earn that pay increase. Out of all FY 2014-15 college member respondents experiencing a promotion, 39.1% felt
the CDWFI program had helped them to earn that promotion.
Employment outcomes would be expected to be evident after completing participation in the CDWFI program.
Exploratory data on employment outcomes was collected on approximately half of all former college members
from FY 2013-14. Most former college members (59.1%) were employed in ECE. Among those former college
members who had gained employment in ECE since their application into the program in FY 2013-14, about half
(50.8%) credited the CDWFI program with helping them to secure that job. Of the former college members who
reported a change in jobs to a better job than they held previously, 47.8% credited the CDWFI program with
helping them to secure the new job.
Longitudinal data also suggested that the program had positive impacts on retention in ECE. Most former
members who were unemployed intended to find a job in ECE. More than half of all members employed in nonECE jobs intended to rejoin CDWFI, which indicates they do not intend to permanently leave the ECE field.
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Recommendations:




Collect survey data on members’ use of job readiness services
Explore the relationship between members’ usage of job readiness services and employment outcomes
Continue to collect data on longitudinal employment outcomes, with additional data collection on the
members who are not currently employed in ECE

Increased Quality of ECE Practices and Programs. Assessment of the program goal of increased quality of

ECE practices and programs was outside the scope of this evaluation. Instead, the evaluation collected data on
the intermediary outcome of members’ increase in knowledge of quality ECE practices. In absence of a common
measure of quality ECE practice between the participating institutions of higher education, increase in knowledge
of ECE practice was measured on college members’ self-assessments, and on instructors’ assessments as
expressed by course grades. The majority of college members felt that the CDWFI program helped them to
improve their knowledge about children’s emotional and social development, teaching literacy skills, teaching
numeracy skills, teaching diverse populations (including English language learners and children with special
needs), and working with parents and families. Data on improvement of knowledge of ECE practice was not
collected from high school members.
College instructors’ grades were used as an indicator of satisfactory growth in knowledge of appropriate ECE
practice. The pass rate for college-level courses in CD/ECE, for the 46.0% of high school members attempting
college courses, was 90.8% of courses. For the 83.6% of college members with transcripts, the course pass rate
was 90.3%.

Recommendations:




Adopt aspects of the Quality Continuum Framework to serve as a common benchmark of knowledge of
quality ECE practices
Align content areas assessed in members’ self-reported growth in knowledge with content workshop
topics, to allow for correlation of members’ knowledge growth outcomes with content workshop
attendance data
Consider adopting retrospective survey of members to assess growth in knowledge of quality ECE
practices
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Introduction
The Child Development Workforce Initiative (CDWFI) program targets high school and college students for
recruitment and support services designed to increase achievement of educational and professional qualifications,
such as college entry, degree completion, permits, certificates, and transfers from a 2-year to a 4-year college or
university. Through these efforts, the CDWFI program aims to increase the number of highly qualified early care
and education (ECE) professionals equipped to deliver high quality services to children and families, and to
improve the rates of career advancement and retention in the field as a result of increased qualifications. The
overarching goals of the CDWFI program are to attract a new and diverse workforce; to elevate the educational
and professional qualifications of the ECE workforce in Los Angeles County; and to increase the capacity of the
higher education system to support and prepare the current and potential ECE workforce.
The CDWFI program has been funded through a grant from First 5 LA and administered by Los Angeles Universal
Preschool (LAUP) since 2007. Starting in Fiscal Year (FY) 2011-12, funding for the CDWFI program has been
granted through the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium. The CDWFI program is a key project within
the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium, a larger workforce effort that brings together organizations
and leaders in the field of ECE to improve the educational and professional development system for ECE
professionals in Los Angeles County.
Workforce Consortium
Logic Model Impact
Areas
Recruitment

Expanded ECE workforce

CDWFI
Logic Model Impact
Areas

CDWFI
Program Goals

Expanded ECE workforce

Attract a new and diverse
workforce

Qualifications

Better qualified ECE
workforce

Better qualified ECE
workforce

Elevate the educational
and professional
qualifications of the ECE
workforce in Los Angeles
County

Retention and
Advancement

Increased retention and
advancement of the ECE
workforce

Greater retention in the
field
Increased rates of career
advancement

No specific goal stated

Quality

Increased quality of ECE
practices and programs

Increased quality of ECE
practices

No specific goal stated

More effective professional
development system in LA
County

Greater coordination and
alignment between
systems

Increase the capacity of
the higher education
system to support and
prepare the current and
potential ECE workforce

Systems Change
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Workforce Need
Historically, professionals in the early care and education field have held low levels of attainment of
educational and professional qualifications. ECE professionals often work without degrees, permits, or
other professional credentials (Herzenberg, Price, & Bradley, 2005). A 2012 report from the U.S. Government
Accountability Office found that 72% of the ECE workforce had not earned a post-secondary degree in any field.
A more recent study from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (National Survey of Early Care and
Education, 2013) found slightly higher levels of degree attainment, with more than half of all center-based
teachers and a third of home-based teachers reporting some college degree. A 2006 study of the California ECE
workforce employed in licensed child care centers estimates that a little over half of all teachers with a college
degree also possessed a child development permit; similarly, a little over half of directors had earned a site
supervisor permit (Whitebook et al., 2006).
Studies consistently find economic disincentives for ECE professionals to invest in educational
qualifications. ECE professionals earn less than professionals in other fields with comparable levels of education
(National Survey of Early Care and Education, 2013; Whitebook, Phillips, & Howes, 2014). ECE teachers who
obtain their bachelor’s degrees command 56% less than their counterparts in elementary education (Karoly,
2012). Workers in ECE often earn less than a living wage. A recent study found that in 2012, ECE professionals
were more likely to receive government assistance than any other type of worker with a similar level of education
(Whitebook, Phillips, & Howes, 2014). For many in the ECE sector, these poor economic conditions put additional
schooling financially out of reach, and may discourage the endeavor entirely, in view of the low return on
investment in terms of wages.
The current body of research on the relationship between bachelor’s degree attainment and the
quality of teacher practice and child outcomes is inconclusive. Reviews of the current research have
found that designs are inadequate to determine whether or how teacher education impacts quality of practice
(IOM & NRC, 2015).
Although there is conflicting evidence on the impact of teachers’ degree attainment on children’s
outcomes, increased educational attainment by ECE professionals could have other positive
incomes. Some have argued that more uniform attainment of a bachelor’s degree by the ECE workforce could
lead to systematic improvements in working conditions in the ECE sector. Requirements for ECE teachers to hold
at least a bachelor’s degree could raise the competiveness of ECE workers for a wider range of career options in
the field, change public perception of the professionalism of the ECE workforce, and bolster support for higher
compensation for the ECE sector on par with K-12 education (Bueno et al., 2010; IOM & NRC, 2015). Increased
wages in turn could lead to improved child-caregiver interactions by helping to attract and retain ECE
professionals, and might alleviate the high levels of financial stress experienced by ECE workers (Ackerman,
2006; Whitaker, Becker, Herman, & Gooze, 2012; Whitebook, Phillips, & Howes, 2014).
The state and federal policy landscape is changing, with an increased emphasis on obtaining
educational and professional qualifications. Recent federal grants competitions, such as the Early Head
Start-Child Care Partnerships and Preschool Development Grants, include an eligibility requirement that “highquality preschool programs” must define a bachelor’s degree as a minimum teacher qualification. Under the U.S.
Department of Education’s Race to the Top Early Learning Challenge grant which was awarded to California,
counties across the state (including Los Angeles County) are adopting quality rating and improvement systems for
ECE providers, with measures accounting for staff qualifications such as permits and degrees.
Once entering institutions of higher education, ECE professionals face numerous challenges to
completing educational and professional qualifications. When ECE professionals enter college to complete
requirements for degrees or permits, they are primarily non-traditional students, i.e., students who delayed
enrollment to college after high school, who are financially independent from their parents, who have work and
family responsibilities, or who did not obtain a traditional high school diploma (U.S. Department of Education
National Center for Education Statistics, 2002; Saluja, Early, & Clifford, 2002). A 2012 report to the US Congress
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and Secretary of Education from the Advisory Committee on Student Financial Assistance outlined a number of
challenges facing non-traditional college students, including: low academic preparation, scheduling conflicts with
courses, limited access to campus offices during the daytime, limited knowledge of college admissions, low
familial support, increased work and familial responsibilities, and difficulty in securing affordable child care. In the
Chutes or Ladders (2007) report from the Center for the Study of Child Care Employment, the authors argue that
targeted services, including advising and counseling, financial support, academic support, technological support,
and access to courses and services outside of normal business hours are all necessary to meet the needs of nontraditional college students.
The CDWFI program is designed to address the specific needs of the current and potential ECE workforce, to
enable them to pursue higher educational and professional qualifications.

Program Description
The CDWFI program model is a partnership
between grantee community colleges, local high
schools, and 4-year colleges/universities. CDWFI
works to help the potential and existing ECE
workforce to obtain ECE qualifications. The CDWFI
program provides services that are meant to
minimize barriers for members, and to connect
them to the incentives and supports they need to
complete educational and professional milestones.
The program is segmented into two major components: the high school component and the college component
(community college, 4-year college/university, and graduate school). In the college population, the CDWFI
program assists students with timely completion of certificates, permit requirements, successful transfers, and
degrees, so that students can pursue a bachelor’s or even a graduate degree in ECE or an ECE-related field. In
the high school population, services are intended to allow students to explore career options and pathways in the
ECE field and to successfully enter college.
Each CDWFI project implements a unique model of student support services through its high school and college
components. The flexibility in student services allows each CDWFI project to address the local context of their
student populations and partner institutions. The projects are unified under common guidelines set out in the
overall program’s logic model (Appendix A), theory of change (Appendix B), and scope of work.
Across the individual CDWFI projects, the program provides services that
can be broadly classified into four core areas: academic, financial,
professional, and social supports. Academic supports include instruction in
child development content, and assistance in defining and attaining
educational goals. Financial supports can include direct aid, assistance in
securing outside financial aid, and training in personal finance skills.
Professional supports encompass services to help students explore career
pathways, develop job readiness skills, and achieve job qualifications in ECE.
Social supports are opportunities for students to connect with other
students, ECE faculty, and professionals in the ECE field.

Participating Institutions

In FY 2014-15, the CDWFI program consisted of nine projects located throughout Los Angeles County. The
CDWFI projects and partner institutions are listed in the following table.
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CDWFI Projects

Partner High Schools

Antelope Valley College
(AVC)

Antelope Valley Union High School
District

East Los Angeles College
(ELAC)
Los Angeles City College
(LACC)

Applied Technology Center HS
South Gate HS
Hollywood HS/TCA
Robert F Kennedy HS

Los Angeles Southwest College
(LASC)
Los Angeles Valley College
(LAVC)
Mount San Antonio College
(Mt. SAC)

Middle College HS*
Washington Prep HS
Panorama HS
San Fernando HS
Garey HS
Rowland HS

Pasadena City College
(PCC)

Partner 4-Year Institutions
CSU, Bakersfield
CSU, Northridge
Brandman University
CSU, Los Angeles
CSU, Los Angeles
National University
Pacific Oaks College
National University
Pacific Oaks College
CSU, Northridge
Pacific Oaks College
CSU, Fullerton
CSU, Los Angeles
Pacific Oaks
University of La Verne
CSU, Los Angeles
Pacific Oaks College

Alhambra HS
Marshall Fundamental HS
Pasadena HS
South El Monte HS*
Pierce College
Birmingham HS
CSU, Northridge
(Pierce)
Chatsworth HS
Pacific Oaks College
Cleveland HS
Santa Monica College
Ohel Chana HS
National University
(SMC)
(formerly Bais Chana HS)
Santa Monica
* Note: Although a Memorandum of Understanding was established, no students participated at the memberlevel.

Evaluation Overview
The primary purpose of this evaluation is to understand the model of services adopted across the CDWFI
projects, as well as and the outcomes of members, in FY 2014-15. Member outcomes are examined as they relate
to the impact areas of the Los Angeles County ECE Workforce Consortium logic model:





An expanded ECE workforce
A better qualified ECE workforce
Greater retention and advancement of the ECE workforce
Increased quality of ECE practices and programs

Additionally, this evaluation also explores links between CDWFI services and student outcomes, and describes the
ways in which the CDWFI program assists students in overcoming challenges and barriers to completing their
education. Finally, this evaluation concludes with recommendations for incorporating findings and lessons learned
for future program implementation.
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Methods
Evaluation Questions
This evaluation addresses the following questions:
1. What are the characteristics of the population served by the CDWFI program?
2. What services are offered through the CDWFI high school and college components?
3. To what extent is the CDWFI program meeting its objectives?
4. In what ways do CDWFI students feel that support services help them overcome barriers/challenges and
achieve their educational and professional goals?
5. What are recommendations for improving program implementation?

Data Collection Methods and Analysis Plan
The evaluation questions required data from multiple sources. The individual data sources associated with report
findings are attributed throughout the report. The timeline below outlines the data collection methods and sample
sizes.
2014
July – Dec
Jan Feb
Member Application (N=1,631)

Mar

2015
Apr

May

June

Member Services Tracking (N=1,631)
High School Member Survey (N=261)
College Member Survey (N=867)
Job Follow-Up Survey (N=259)
Leads Survey (N=9)
s

High School Staff Focus Groups (N=19)
Transcripts (N=1,192)
Certificates (N=355)
Permits (N=192)

Administrative Data

Member Application. The application contains demographic information, and academic and employment

histories (Appendices E and F). Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics. Open-ended content, such as job
title, was coded thematically.

Member Services Tracking. The CDWFI projects tracked the services that were provided to their individual
members. Projects recorded the types of services provided and the cumulative “dosage” of those services per
member for the year. Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics.

Surveys

Multiple surveys were administered as part of the evaluation.

High School and College Member Surveys. Members from FY 2014-15 were asked to complete an end-ofyear survey (Appendices G and H).

High school students completed a paper survey administered by project staff at the end of the year. To ensure
confidentiality, high school students were given envelopes to seal their responses. Surveys were digitized using
text recognition software, and reviewed by data entry staff. Only high school students giving informed consent
were included in the survey sample. A total of 59.1% of high school members gave informed consent to
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participate in the survey. Response rates were calculated using the total number of members enrolled in the
program as the denominator, including members inactive at the time of survey administration and members
declining to provide informed consent. The table below contains the high school survey response rate.
Total Sample
513

# of Responses
303

% Response Rate
50.9%

College members completed an online survey. The completion of the college survey was sometimes tied to
college membership requirements or eligibility for stipends at the discretion of each CDWFI project. Response
rates were calculated using the total number of members enrolled in the program as the denominator, including
members with an inactive status at the time of survey administration. The table below contains the college survey
response rate.
Total Sample
1118

# of Responses
867

% Response Rate
77.5%

Data was analyzed using descriptive statistics. Open-ended response questions were coded thematically. Member
responses to a set of 4-point Likert-type items on the application were paired with their responses to the same
items on the member surveys, as a pre- and post- measure of self-assessed knowledge in key areas addressed by
the program. Each question was posed as a 4-point Likert-type item. Items compared at pre- and post- time
points related to knowledge of ECE educational pathways, ECE career options, and professional growth
opportunities. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test was used to determine whether there was a statistically significant
difference between the two time points in ranking of self-assessed knowledge. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test is
a non-parametric test whose assumptions are appropriate for analyzing paired data measured at the ordinal level,
such as Likert-type items.

Job Follow-Up Survey. College members from FY 2013-14 who did not re-enroll in FY 2014-15 were contacted

to complete a 5-minute survey about their employment status (Appendix I). The survey was intended to capture
the job outcomes of exiting members, 10 months after the end of FY 2013-14. Respondents had the option of
completing the survey online or by phone. Respondents in the first wave of data collection were entered into a
raffle for one of four $50 gift cards. To increase the response rate from 36.4%, non-respondents were offered a
second incentive – a chance to enter a raffle for a $100 gift card. With each wave of data collection, multiple
efforts were made to reach former members by email and phone. The table below displays the final response rate
for the job follow-up survey.
Total Sample
516

# of Responses
259

% Response Rate
50.2%

Leads Survey. CDWFI project leads were asked to fill out a brief questionnaire to supplement their year-end

reflections (Appendix J). Open-ended response data was coded thematically. The table below contains the leads
survey response rate.
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Total Sample
9

# of Responses
9

% Response Rate
100%

Focus Groups

High School Staff Focus Groups. Focus groups were conducted with the CDWFI project leads and high school

staff in the middle of the program year (Appendix K). The focus groups were meant to capture information on the
services and intended outcomes of the high school component. Each focus group was presented with a draft logic
model and prompted for feedback. Initial inventories of services, populations, and goals were developed from
existing sources of data such as project scopes of work, and staff focus group results from the previous year’s
evaluation report. Separate focus groups were conducted for each project and lasted approximately 30 to 90
minutes each. The draft logic models were refined with the help of CDWFI project staff, in an iterative process.
The participants in each focus group are displayed in the table below.
Project
AVC
ELAC
LACC
LASC
LAVC
Mt. SAC
PCC
Pierce
SMC



















Focus Group Participants
Project Lead
HS Coordinator
Advisor (2)
Other HS Staff
Other HS Staff (2)
Project Coordinator
HS Coordinator
HS Coordinator
Other HS Staff (Incoming HS Coordinator)
Project Lead
HS Coordinator
Project Lead
HS Coordinator
Project Staff (Former HS Coordinator)
Project Coordinator
HS Coordinator
Project Lead

Student Outcome Documentation

Certificates, Transfers, Degrees, and Permits. As part of their grant reporting requirements, CDWFI project

staff submitted copies of members’ certificates, permits, transcripts, and proof of transfer. These documents were
reviewed for accuracy by CDWFI program staff at LAUP. Due to the large number of documents collected for
reporting, CDWFI program staff only conducted data quality checks on approximately 30% of the documents
submitted for each project prior to accepting all documents submitted by CDWFI project staff. The data in the
report is based on all documents submitted by CDWFI project staff.

Courses Passed. In order to verify grades for college-level CD/ECE courses and degrees earned, transcripts

were obtained for high school and college members. High school members’ grades in college-level CD courses
were entered by CDWFI project staff into the CDWFI database. Grades were entered for 100% of the collegelevel CD courses in which high school students were enrolled through the CDWFI program.
College members’ grades were entered by LAUP data entry staff from copies of transcripts submitted. Pass rates
in ECE courses were determined by documenting the number of courses passed with either a “C” or better, or
“Pass,” in the past academic year. For the purposes of this analysis, courses were included only if they were
CD/ECE courses or interdisciplinary courses with a focus on young children that were required in CD/ECE
programs of study. The content of interdisciplinary courses was determined from course descriptions available
online. In FY 2014-15, 955 transcripts were submitted, representing 83.6% of all college members.
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Limitations
The chief limitations of this study are as follows.
The evaluation obtained course grades from hard copies of unofficial grade reports and transcripts submitted by
members. Due to the late timeframe at which some colleges posted final grades, transcripts were not available
for all members. Also, transcripts received may not reflect all educational institutions in which members were
enrolled for this year; the evaluation relied on members to submit all relevant transcripts.
Degrees, transfers, permits, and certificates were substantiated against copies of records submitted by members.
LAUP program staff verified a subset of documentation for degrees, transfers, and permits, to determine the
quality of the documents submitted by project staff. For certificates, the program relied on project staff’s
verification that the outcome was substantiated with documentation. Substantiating documents are often not
available until after end-of-year reporting deadlines. As a result, figures reported for degrees, permits,
certificates, or transfers achieved may underrepresent the actual number. In FY 2014-15, to account for the
delayed availability of documentation for permits and transfers achieved, the program reported the number of
students that submitted applications for permits or transfer; the presumption was that members submitting
applications with the knowledge of CDWFI project staff would have their applications reviewed to confirm they
had met all requirements.
Obtaining student-level high school, community college, 4-year college/university, and graduate school student
data for non-members at each partner institution fell outside the scope of this evaluation. In the absence of
student-level data for a control group, it is unclear how CDWFI students fare as compared to other ECE students
or to the general student body.
The CDWFI program has evolved in data management practices since the start of the program in FY 2007-2008.
As a result, reliable program-to-date membership figures are only available for FY 2011-12 to the present.
Application records were reconciled across years by matching variables including name, ID, date of birth, phone
number, and email, to produce a list of unique members served. When prior participation was used as a variable,
members’ recollection of past involvement in the CDWFI program (reported on their FY 2014-15 application)
could be used in place of administrative records.

Findings
The findings in this report are organized by the evaluation questions and areas summarizing the intended impacts
of the program:








Member Demographics
Program Model of Services
Increased Awareness of and Entry into the ECE Field
Increased ECE Qualifications
Greater Career Advancement and Retention
Increased Quality of ECE Practices and Programs
Lessons Learned to Improve Implementation

The extent to which the CDWFI program met goals related to each area will be discussed. The findings section
will also include information on members’ perceptions of the barriers or challenges that they faced, as well as
recommendations to improve program implementation.
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Member Demographics
The CDWFI program served 1,631 members during FY 2014-15.
The number of students served grew over the last 3 years. Growth in total enrollment over the previous year, FY
2013-14, was driven by expansion in the high school component.
High School
FY 2011-12

158

College

867

FY 2012-13

396

FY 2013-14

426

FY 2014-15

1016
1133

513

1118

Most of the program’s membership is comprised of community college members, followed by high school
members.
High School
N=513
AVC
ELAC
LACC
LASC
LAVC
Mt. SAC
PCC
Pierce
SMC

Community College
N=892

7
35
112
18
78
85
55
40
83

AVC
ELAC
LACC
LASC
LAVC
Mt. SAC
PCC
Pierce
SMC

4-year University
N=202

43
115
111
81
102
157
72
90
121

AVC
ELAC
LACC
LASC
LAVC
Mt. SAC
PCC
Pierce
SMC

12
40
52
7
15
26
8
28
14

Graduate Student
N=24
AVC
ELAC
LACC
LASC
LAVC
Mt. SAC
PCC
Pierce
SMC

1
3
2
0
5
4
4
5
0

The total membership of each project differed considerably. The three newest projects served the smallest
number of students; this outcome is to be expected, as these projects were implementing their first full year of
the program.
AVC

63

ELAC

193

LACC
LASC

277
106

LAVC

200

Mt. SAC
PCC
Pierce
SMC

272
139
163
218

Member demographics did not change substantially from previous years. In keeping with overall trends in the
field of ECE, the majority of members were females. Members also typically were Hispanic/Latino. Most members
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spoke English and at least one other language fluently. The following tables contain member demographics for all
members.
Gender
Female
Male
Decline to state
Ethnicity
Hispanic/Latino
White/Caucasian
Black/African-American
Asian
Other
Multiracial
Pacific Islander
Native American/Alaskan
Decline to state

91.6%
8.3%
0.1%

Languages Spoken Fluently
English and other language(s)
English only
Non-English only

66.6%
31.1%
2.2%

63.3%
13.7%
10.0%
6.1%
2.9%
3.0%
0.8%
0.3%
0.0%

Primary Language Spoken
English
Spanish
Other
Armenian
Cantonese/Mandarin
Tagalog
Korean
Farsi
Arabic

72.7%
20.8%
1.8%
1.5%
1.2%
0.6%
0.4%
0.4%
0.5%

Many college members came from low-income backgrounds (see graph below). High school members were not
asked to disclose their family’s income.
Less than $10,000
$10,000 - less than $20,000
$20,000 - less than $30,000
$30,000 - less than $40,000
$40,000 - less than $50,000
$50,000 - less than $75,000
$75,000 or more
Don't know

25.8%
29.2%
14.9%
9.7%
5.4%
5.5%
2.9%
6.8%
0%

5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

High school members tended to come from the 11th and 12th grades.
High School Member Grade Level
9th Grade
10th Grade
11th Grade
12th Grade

4.9%
9.1%
38.8%
47.2%

The majority of college members are older students and experienced ECE professionals returning to school to
complete training or qualifications. The ages of college members skewed older than the traditional college
student ages of 18-25.
College Member Age
17 or younger
18-25
26-49
50+

0.1%
38.1%
52.1%
9.7%
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College members were asked to report their country of birth. Most members reported they were born in the
United States (63.8% in California; 5.5% elsewhere in the United States). Over a third of members (30.8%) were
born outside of the United States.

ECE Employment Characteristics

Information on members’ employment characteristics was only collected if they indicated they were working in
the ECE field at the time of application. Only college members’ work characteristics are reported. Employment
characteristics are reported as percentages out of all college members unless otherwise stated.
Most college members were not employed in the ECE field at the time of the application.

College members

Employed in ECE
44.5%

Not employed in ECE
55.5%

College members employed in ECE had a wide range of work experience, from less than 1 year to 38 years. The
average years of experience in ECE is skewed upward due to a subset of members with extensive experience.

Years of Experience in ECE

Average (SD)
5.8 years (7.3)

However, the majority of college members employed in ECE had less than 5 years of experience in the field.
ECE Work Experience
0-1 Years
2-5 Years
6-10 Years
11+ Years
No data/Not currently employed in ECE

14.8%
14.9%
7.6%
7.0%
55.5%

Most college members employed in ECE worked in center-based settings. Of the 497 college members employed
in ECE, 84.5% worked in licensed child care centers, including ones operated by community colleges or 4-year
colleges/universities. A substantial percentage of the college members employed in ECE (N=100, 20.1%) were
recruited from the child development centers located on CDWFI community college campuses; professional
development of the community colleges’ child development center staff is an additional benefit of the program’s
presence on campuses.
College Member ECE Work Setting
None – Unemployed in ECE
Licensed child care center
Community college
Licensed family child care home
License-exempt center or school-age
program
K-3 setting
Other
4-year college/university
Resource & referral agency
License-exempt provider

55.5%
27.9%
8.9%
2.9%
1.3%
1.2%
1.2%
0.7%
0.4%
0.1%
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College members employed in ECE tended to hold entry-level positions as teacher’s aides or classroom assistants.
College Member ECE Position
Student
Teacher Aide/Classroom Assistant
Teacher
Other
Lead Teacher/Master Teacher
Student Teacher/Practicum Teacher
Owner
Manager/Coordinator/Administrative
Assistant Director
Assistant
Specialized teaching staff
Director
Site Supervisor
Professional support staff

55.5%
22.6%
10.0%
3.6%
3.0%
1.8%
1.7%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%
0.1%

College members reported working an average of 27.2 hours per week with a standard deviation of 12.4 hours.
College members tended to work most months of the year, with an average of 10.7 months and a standard
deviation of 1.9 months.

ECE Qualifications

Degree achievement in ECE was low regardless of employment in the ECE field. If college members held a
degree, those degrees were more often in ECE than non-ECE majors. A greater percentage of college members
working in ECE held degrees in ECE than members not employed in the field. The most common level of
education achieved among degreed college members was an AA/AS.
The extent of college members’ ECE work experience appeared to have more bearing on their level of permit than
on their attainment of degrees. Permit achievement differed according to extent of experience working in the ECE
field. Overall, members tended not to have earned any level of permit at the time of application to the program
this year (56.5% of members had no permits). Like degree achievement, permit achievement was more common
among members employed in ECE than among those not currently working in the ECE field. More experienced
members more often held a permit of any level, and were also more likely to hold a permit at the level of teacher
or higher. Most members with at least 2 years of experience had earned at least an associate or assistant level of
permit.
Degree achievement of any kind, whether in ECE or non-ECE, was low at all levels of work experience in ECE,
even among those with extensive experience in the field.
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ECE Work Experience

Permit Level
No Permit
70.0%

Degrees Earned
No Degree
72.0%

Not employed in ECE
N=621

Associate/Assistant

24.0%

Non-CD/ECE Degree1

10.3%

Teacher or Higher

6.0%

CD/ECE Degree

17.7%

No Permit

54.8%

No Degree

62.7%

Associate/Assistant

31.3%

Non-ECE Degree

15.1%

Teacher or Higher

13.9%

CD/ECE Degree

22.3%

No Permit

35.9%

No Degree

52.1%

Associate/Assistant

41.3%

Non-CD/ECE Degree

15.6%

Teacher or Higher

22.8%

CD/ECE Degree

32.3%

No Permit

28.2%

No Degree

53.4%

Associate/Assistant

27.6%

Non-CD/ECE Degree

11.7%

Teacher or Higher

44.2%

CD/ECE Degree

35.0%

0-1 Years
N=166
2-5 Years
N=167
6+ Years
N=163

Note: One employed member was excluded due to invalid years of experience reported.

1

This chart uses CD/ECE degree as short-hand for a degree in CD/ECE or in a related field.
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Risk Factors

The CDWFI program has historically drawn membership from student populations facing significant challenges to
completing educational and professional achievements. Past evaluation studies have highlighted three common
challenges: economic hardship, non-traditional college student characteristics, and first-generation college
student status (Dong, 2014; Dong & Love, 2013). As in previous years, the CDWFI student membership was
characterized by a high prevalence of characteristics associated with a risk of not completing college.

Criteria

% Members
Known to be
Affected

Challenges

Economic
Hardship
See footnotes. 2,3

70% of college members
earn less than needed to
cover cost of living in LA
County
28.7% receive public
assistance
 Inability to afford
educational expenses
 Pressure to continue
working while in school
 Financial stress

Non-Traditional College
Students
Identified with any of these
markers: delayed enrollment in
college, part-time student, has
dependents, financially
independent from parents,
employed full-time, no high
school diploma4
92.0% of college members

First-Generation to
Attend College
Highest parental level of
education is a high school
diploma5

 Difficulty accessing student
services offered during
normal business hours
 Competing work and family
responsibilities

 Unfamiliarity with college
processes and
expectations
 Feeling of not belonging

46.9% of college members
43.5% of high school
members

2

The self-sufficiency standard to cover the cost of housing, food, health care, transportation and taxes in Los Angeles County
was estimated at $29,167 by the Insight Center for Community Economic Development in 2014.
3 These members reported on their application that they currently received government assistance from any of the following
sources: Aid for Dependent Children; CalFresh (EBT cards); CalWorks; Section 8 Housing Vouchers; Social Security Disability
Insurance; Supplemental Security Income; or Women, Infants and Children program; or “other.”
4 This report adopted the criteria for non-traditional student status used by the National Center for Education Statistics (2002).
The analyses may underrepresent the true number of non-traditional students, as data on part-time enrollment was only
collected from survey respondents. Additionally, since delayed enrollment in a college could not be established definitively, this
characteristic was estimated for community college and 4-year university members based on whether they were more than 24
years old.
5 The figures for first-generation college student status are conservative in that members who did not respond to the survey,
did not know, or chose not to disclose their parents’ level of education were not included.
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Program Model of Services
This section provides an inventory of the types of services made available through the CDWFI program and
summarizes available data on the dosages of services experienced by members. As described earlier, by design,
the CDWFI program allows local projects flexibility to design a model of student support services that will be
responsive to their local context and the needs of the student population. To better understand the experiences
of students in the various CDWFI projects, CDWFI projects were asked to provide inventories of the services they
offered. In each area of support, services have been categorized into the following categories: “core” services
available in all the projects, “typical services” offered by most projects, and “specialty services” offered in less
than half of all projects. Inventories of services are detailed by project for the high school and college
components in Appendices C and D.

Types of Academic Supports Offered
Academic Supports
High School
Core services:
 Content workshops
Typical services:
 Academic advising/counseling
 Academic workshops
 College tours
 Technical assistance: college applications
 Technical assistance: college portals

Other specialty services:
College counseling, College coursework placement
assessment, College courses, College orientation,
Computer lab, Education plan, Resource center/lab
materials, Summer Leadership Institute, Technical
assistance: bridge programs, Tutoring

College
Core services:
 Academic advising/counseling
 Academic workshops
 Content workshops
 Resource center/lab
 Tutoring
Typical services:
 College tours
 Computer lab
 Education plan
 Technical assistance: college/transfer
applications

Types of Financial Supports Offered
Financial Supports
High School
Core services:
 None
Typical services:
 Financial aid workshops
 Incentives
 Lending library

Other specialty services:
Book fees, Financial aid advisement, Financial aid
information, School supplies, Technical assistance:
FAFSA, Technical assistance: other aid applications,
Tuition assistance

College
Core services:
 Incentives
 School supplies
Typical services:
 Book fees
 CD Permit fees
 Financial aid advisement
 Financial aid workshops
 Lending library
 Stipends
 Technical assistance: financial aid applications
 Tuition assistance
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Types of Professional Supports Offered
Professional Supports
High School
Core services:
 None
Typical services:
 Career workshops
 Child care center tours
 Training on professionalism

Other specialty services:
Career interest assessment, Career Pathway booklet,
Conferences, CPR and First Aid certification,
Develop/update resume, Develop cover letter,
Internships, Job/Career fair, Job shadowing, Mock
interview, NAEYC membership, Training on Interviewing
skills, Training on job research skills, Notification of ECE
job opportunities, Referral to ECE job search assistance,
Supporting member in their existing job, Volunteering
opportunities

College
Core services:
 Career counseling
 Career workshops
 Notification of ECE jobs opportunities
Typical services:
 Child care center tour
 Conferences
 CPR/First Aid certification
 Develop/update resume
 Develop cover letter
 Mock interview
 Training on interviewing skills
 Training on professionalism
 Training on job research skills
 Job/career fairs
 Referral to ECE job search assistance
 Supporting members in their existing jobs
 Technical assistance: CD permit application
 Volunteering opportunities

Other specialty services:
Internships, Job shadowing, NAEYC membership
Types of Social Supports Offered
Social Supports
High school
Core services:
 Networking
Typical services:
 Member meeting
 Mentoring (informal)

Other specialty services:
Afterschool study space, Mentoring (formal), Online
hubs, Parent orientation, Referral to afterschool
services, Social events

College
Core services:
 Dedicated advisors
 Networking
Typical services:
 Cohort meetings
 Mentoring (formal)
 Mentoring (informal)
 Online hubs
 Social events

Utilization of Program Services

The following section summarizes the usage of services, tracked at the individual member level across all the
CDWFI projects. Only a subset of services offered were tracked, in order to reduce data entry burden on project
staff. The tables present the percentage of members that used the service, the average number of sessions for
which the service was used (excluding zeros), and the maximum number of sessions for which any member used
the service.
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The following considerations should be kept in mind when interpreting statistics on the usage of services.
As mentioned earlier, not all tracked services were available in all components, or to all education levels within a
project. The percentages of members using services can only characterize how common the experience of
receiving the service was across the program, regardless of reasons for participation or lack thereof. For lower
percentages, it is not possible with the data collected to determine whether members could not use, or chose not
to use, a service6; for high percentages of members using a service, we can infer that the service was both widely
offered and widely used.
Data on the average use of services and the maximum number of times a service was used by any member can
help to characterize the demand for a specific service. Especially in the college component, members’ utilization
of academic supports could reach very high frequencies within a year 7. The average and maximum usages
suggest that members need and value services, and find them easy to access repeatedly. If members found
services inadequate and for that reason were repeatedly returning for help, those sentiments would be expected
in survey results; however, students’ views on the services they received are overwhelmingly positive (as is
discussed later in this report).

Usage of Tracked Academic Supports. The most widely experienced academic support services tracked in the
college component were counseling/advising, education plans, and content workshops. In the high school
component, the most widely experienced academic support services were content workshops.

Counseling/Advising (general)8
Academic workshops
College courses
College tours
Content workshops9
Education plan
Resource center/lab
Tutoring

High School
Average
% Using
Use (SD)
25.7%
2.2 (1.5)
42.7%
2.4 (1.9)
38.8%
1.2 (0.4)
29.0%
1.1 (0.3)
61.2%
4.7 (4.0)
31.8%
NA
0.2%
1 (NA)
0.6%
1.3 (0.6)

Max
Usage
8
9
3
2
19
NA
1
2

% Using
75.7%
37.9%
NA
1.6%
52.9%
74.4%
37.2%
23.6%

College
Average
Use (SD)
3.7 (4.9)
1.9 (1.6)
NA
1.1 (0.5)
5.0 (5.3)
NA
5.2 (6.6)
4.3 (6.4)

Max
Usage
71
19
NA
3
43
NA
51
46

Usage of Tracked Financial Supports. The financial supports experienced most commonly by college

members were in the form of direct financial assistance. Less than half of all high school members experienced
any of the financial supports that were tracked by CDWFI staff; this data excludes information about financial aid
that may have been provided by CDWFI staff outside of a designated workshop or advisement session. In total,
this year the CDWFI projects distributed approximately $470,000 in direct financial assistance to members. The
amount of total financial assistance distributed to individual members, including direct aid (e.g., stipends or
reimbursements) and the value of materials, books, and school supplies, ranged from $5 to $6,175. Financial
assistance was prioritized for college members. The average amount of financial assistance received by members
was approximately $570 for college members and $94 for high school members.

6

Although inventories of services for each CDWFI project were collected and are included in this report, members may need
to meet additional eligibility requirements to access a particular service (such as belonging to a particular school site or college
educational level) that were not gathered as part of the data collection effort.
7 The difference between high school and college can be explained in part by the limited number of times CDWFI staff visit
high schools to provide services, while CDWFI staff are available on the community college campuses year round.
8 Counseling/advising can also include sessions conducted via texting and phone.
9 Content workshops were tracked according to the number of topics covered, not the sessions, so the average usage and
maximum usage should be interpreted accordingly.
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Direct financial assistance
Financial aid advisement
Financial aid workshops
Lending Library

High School
Average
% Using
Use (SD)
32.9%
NA
4.3%
1.3 (.5)
25.5%
1.1 (0.3)
0.8%
2.5 (1.0)

Max
Usage
NA
2
2
3

% Using
72.0%
16.3%
8.7%
34.1%

College
Average
Use (SD)
NA
2.3 (1.6)
1.1 (0.3)
2.7 (1.9)

Max
Usage
NA
9
2
13

Usage of Tracked Professional Supports. In the high school component, the most widely experienced

professional support service was workshops. In the college component, the most widely experienced professional
support service was counseling/advising, which included career counseling. The low usage of professional
supports that were tracked can be explained in part by the infrequency with which most of the services in this
category (child care center tours, conferences, internships, and job/career fairs) occur, and by the limited number
of slots for participation within the school year.

Counseling/Advising (general)
Career workshops
Child care center tour
Conferences
Internships
Job/Career fairs

High School
Average
% Using
Use (SD)
25.7%
2.2 (1.5)
67.8%
1.8 (1.0)
24.2%
1 (NA)
NA
NA
3.7%
1.3 (0.5)
NA
NA

Max
Usage
8
5
1
NA
2
NA

% Using
75.7%
43.0%
0.1%
0.7%
0.9%
0.6%

College
Average
Use (SD)
3.7 (4.9)
1.6 (0.9)
2 (NA)
1.4 (0.8)
1.2 (0.6)
1.1 (0.4)

Max
Usage
71
5
2
3
3
2

Usage of Tracked Social Supports. In the high school component, networking, including club meetings, was

the most widely experienced form of social support. In the college component, counseling/advising was the most
widely experienced social support. In both components, mentoring was the most frequently accessed social
support. The high frequency with which members accessed mentoring suggests that members need and value
the mentoring they receive from more senior members and CDWFI staff.

Counseling/Advising (general) 10
Mentoring11
Networking

High School
Average
% Using
Use (SD)
25.7%
2.2 (1.5)
45.4%
5.6 (7.0)
60.4%
2.8 (2.5)

Max
Usage
8
41
11

% Using
75.7%
57.8%
53.6%

College
Average
Use (SD)
3.7 (4.9)
30.7 (48.4)
2.2 (1.9)

Max
Usage
71
231
21

Increased Awareness of and Entry into the ECE Field

This section discusses findings related to the CDWFI program’s efforts to increase awareness of career options
and educational pathways, and to facilitate entry into the field.

Knowledge of ECE Career Pathways

One of the primary aims of the CDWFI program is to raise members’ knowledge of careers in ECE. The evaluation
collected data on whether members felt they had learned about ECE career options, compensation expected in
the ECE field, steps to pursue ECE careers, educational requirements for ECE careers, CD permit requirements,

10
11

Counseling/advising can also include sessions conducted via texting and phone.
Mentoring can also include sessions conducted via texting and phone.
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how to apply for a CD permit, and/or how to locate information about CD permits. Data on whether members had
learned about these areas of ECE careers was collected on the application and survey.
Pre- and post- comparison of members’ self-reported learning was conducted for each area of ECE careers
identified. On the application, members reported whether they had learned about the specific areas of ECE
careers identified above, using a 4-point Likert scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”. On the
end-of-year survey, members were asked again whether they had learned about these same areas of ECE
careers. To attempt to account for other unknown sources of information that could also improve students’
knowledge of ECE careers, the survey questions asked whether students had learned about these topics through
the CDWFI program. The pre- and post- data available represents 43% to 47% of all high school members, and
74% to 76% of all college members. Accordingly, the high school results presented below should be interpreted
as exploratory, while the college results can more confidently be generalized to the entire population of new
college members, including those that did not have data.
Changes in reported learning outcomes from the application to the survey were analyzed for statistical
significance using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Members who declined to respond at either time point for a
particular question were excluded from the pre- and post- analyses for that question. Comparison of results preand post- indicates that members’ agreement that they had learned about these areas increased over time, and
that they attributed the change to the CDWFI program. Changes were statistically significant (p<.001). The
following section discusses results from all survey respondents for each area of ECE careers identified, and
presents results from pre- and post- analysis for members with data at both time points.

CDWFI Increased Members’ Knowledge of ECE Career Options. A majority of all survey respondents in
both components agreed or strongly agreed on the end-of-year survey that the program had informed them
about ECE career options (High School: 95%; College: 90%).

High School

Pre- and post- analysis found a statistically significant increase in members’ self-assessment of knowledge in this
area. Members with data from the application and survey showed change in the direction of greater agreement
that they were familiar with this topic by the end of the year, and they attributed this change to CDWFI. Results
of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that this difference was statistically significant (HS: N=242, Z=-8.439,
p<0.001; College: N=838, Z=-9.764, p<0.001). The figure below displays results for members responding at
both time points.

Application:
Learned about career options in CD/ECE

3% 24%

End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about career
options in CD/ECE

1% 2%

College

75%

50%

Application:
Learned about career options in CD/ECE

25%

0%

3% 14%

End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about career
options in CD/ECE

2%5%

75%

50%

25%

0%

63%

10%

59%

25%

38%

50%

59%

24%

45%

25%

75% 100%

48%

50%

75% 100%
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CDWFI Increased Members’ Knowledge of Compensation in ECE. A majority of all survey respondents in
both components agreed or strongly agreed on the end-of-year survey that the program had informed them
about compensation in ECE (High School: 77%; College: 80%).

High School

Pre- and post- analysis shows a statistically significant increase in members’ self-assessment of knowledge in this
area. Members with data from the application and survey showed change in the direction of greater agreement
that they were familiar with this topic by the end of the year, and they attributed this change to CDWFI. Results
of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that this difference was statistically significant (HS: N=234, Z=-8.670,
p<0.001; College: N=822, Z=-9.682, p<0.001). The figure below displays results for members responding at
both time points.

Application:
Learned about pay to expect in CD/ECE
End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about pay to
expect in CD/ECE

5%

53%

1% 18%

34% 8%

59%

23%

College

75% 50% 25% 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Application:
Learned about pay to expect in CD/ECE
End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about pay to
expect in CD/ECE

5% 26%

4% 12%

51%

45%

18%

39%

75% 50% 25% 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
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CDWFI Increased Members’ Knowledge of Steps to Pursue an ECE Career. A majority of all survey

respondents in both components agreed or strongly agreed on the end-of-year survey that the program had
informed them about steps to pursue an ECE career (High School: 93%; College: 96%).

High School

Pre- and post- analysis shows a statistically significant increase in members’ self-assessment of knowledge in this
area. Members with data from the application and survey showed change in the direction of greater agreement
that they were familiar with this topic by the end of the year, and they attributed this change to CDWFI. Results
of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that this difference was statistically significant (HS: N=238, Z=-9.724,
p<0.001; College: N=847, Z=-10.300, p<0.001). The figure below displays results for members responding at
both time points.

Application:
Learned about steps to pursue an CD/ECE career
End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about steps to pursue an
CD/ECE career

3%

42%

1% 3%

45%

58%

9%

37%

College

75% 50% 25% 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Application:
Learned about steps to pursue an CD/ECE career
End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about steps to pursue an
CD/ECE career

3%15%

2% 4%

54%

45%

28%

49%

75% 50% 25% 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
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CDWFI Increased Members’ Knowledge of Educational Requirements for ECE Careers. A majority of all
survey respondents in both components agreed or strongly agreed on the end-of-year survey that the program
had informed them about educational requirements for ECE careers (High School: 91%; College: 94%).

High School

Pre- and post- analysis shows a statistically significant increase in members’ self-assessment of knowledge in this
area. Members with data from the application and survey showed change in the direction of greater agreement
that they were familiar with this topic by the end of the year, and they attributed this change to CDWFI. Results
of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that this difference was statistically significant (HS: N=243, Z=-9.623,
p<0.001; College: N=845, Z=-9.810, p<0.001). The figure below displays results for members responding at
both time points.

Application:
Learned about educational requirements for CD/ECE
careers
End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about educational
requirements for CD/ECE careers

3%

43%

1% 5%

45%

60%

9%

34%

College

75% 50% 25% 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

Application:
Learned about educational requirements for CD/ECE
careers
End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about educational
requirements for CD/ECE careers

3% 13%

2% 2%

53%

45%

31%

51%

75% 50% 25% 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%
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CDWFI Increased Members’ Knowledge of CD Permit Requirements. A majority of all survey

respondents in both components agreed or strongly agreed on the end-of-year survey that the program had
informed them about the CD permit requirements (High School: 85%; College: 95%).

High School

Pre- and post- analysis shows a statistically significant increase in members’ self-assessment of knowledge in this
area. Members with data from the application and survey showed change in the direction of greater agreement
that they were familiar with this topic by the end of the year, and they attributed this change to CDWFI. Results
of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that this difference was statistically significant (HS: N=232, Z=-9.509,
p<0.001; College: N=849, Z=-13.525, p<0.001). The figure below displays results for members responding at
both time points.

Application:
Learned about CD permit requirements

7%

End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about CD permit
requirements

34%

1% 9%

75%

College

51%

50%

Application:
Learned about CD permit requirements

25%

0%

5% 15%

End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about CD permit
requirements

2% 2%

75%

50%

25%

0%

8%

63%

25%

28%

50%

52%

28%

39%

25%

75% 100%

57%

50%

75% 100%
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CDWFI Increased Members’ Knowledge of Steps to Apply for a CD Permit. A majority of all survey

respondents in both components agreed or strongly agreed on the end-of-year survey that the program had
informed them about how to apply for a CD permit (High School: 61%; College: 90%).

High School

Pre- and post- analysis shows a statistically significant increase in members’ self-assessment of knowledge in this
area. Members with data from the application and survey showed change in the direction of greater agreement
that they were familiar with this topic by the end of the year, and they attributed this change to CDWFI. Results
of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that this difference was statistically significant (HS: N=222, Z=-8.454,
p<0.001; College: N=834, Z=-15.915, p<0.001). The figure below displays results for members responding at
both time points.

Application:
Learned about how to apply for a CD permit

12%

End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about how to apply
for a CD permit

3%

75%

College

60%

50%

Application:
Learned about how to apply for a CD permit

30%

25%

8%

End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned about how to apply
for a CD permit
75%

50%

24% 4%

50%

0%

25%

27%

45%

2% 6%

39%

25%

0%

25%

17%

50%

75% 100%

20%

53%

50%

75% 100%
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CDWFI Increased Members’ Knowledge about Locating Information on CD Permits. A majority of all
survey respondents in both components agreed or strongly agreed on the end-of-year survey that the program
had informed them about where to find more information on CD permits (High School: 76%; College: 98%).

High School

Pre- and post- analysis shows a statistically significant increase in members’ self-assessment of knowledge in this
area. Members with data from the application and survey showed change in the direction of greater agreement
that they were familiar with this topic by the end of the year, and they attributed this change to CDWFI. Results
of a Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed that this difference was statistically significant (HS: N=231, Z=-7.540,
p=0.019; College: N=834, Z=-10.688, p<0.001). The figure below displays results for members responding at
both time points.

Application:
Learned where to find more info on CD permits
End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned where to find more
info on CD permits

46%

37%

2% 16%

75%

College

9%

50%

Application:
Learned where to find more info on CD permits

25%

0%

5% 17%

End-of-year:
Through CDWFI, learned where to find more
info on CD permits

2% 6%

75%

50%

25%

0%

8%

60%

25%

47%

22%

50%

31%

40%

25%

75% 100%

52%

50%

75% 100%

Prior Knowledge and Growth in Knowledge of ECE Career Pathways for New Members. By comparing

members’ pre- and post- levels of agreement that they had learned about ECE career pathways, it is possible to
see a clearer picture of the areas that were the least familiar to members, and the areas on which the CDWFI
program had the most impact. Members with missing data were removed on a pairwise basis, i.e., members’ data
was eliminated only for the pair of questions affected and not for all questions analyzed pre- and post-. The preand post- data available represents 42% to 44% of all new high school members, and 69% to 73% of all new
college members. Accordingly, the high school results presented below should be interpreted as exploratory,
while the college results can more confidently be generalized to the entire population of new college members,
including those that did not have data.
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The CDWFI program had the effect of moving most high school members from only knowing about ECE career
options to knowing about all identified areas of ECE career pathways. In terms of prior knowledge about ECE
career pathways, most new high school members with pre- and post- data reported that they had learned about
ECE career options but were unfamiliar with more specific topics such as entering the field and obtaining job
requirements. By the end of the year, the majority of these same high school members reported that they had
learned about all of the ECE career topics identified. The largest increase in knowledge of any of the identified
areas of ECE career pathways was in the area of CD permit requirements. The topic with which high school
members were least familiar at the start of the year, how to apply for CD permits, remained the least familiar
topic; this result is expected, in view of the low emphasis on high school members taking steps to earn a CD
permit.
97%
96%
95%
92%

82%
81%

Most new high school
members with pre- and
post- data increased
their knowledge about
the identified areas of
ECE careers by the end
of the year.

69%

ECE career options 68%

Steps to pursue an ECE career 47%
Educational requirements for ECE careers 47%
Information on CD permits 40%
CD permit requirements 37%
Compensation in ECE 35%

Knowledge of applying for CD permits 23%
Start

End
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The program had the effect of informing nearly all college members about all identified areas of ECE career
pathways. In terms of prior knowledge about ECE career pathways, most new college members with pre- and
post- data reported that they had learned about all the identified areas of ECE career pathways, except how to
apply for CD permits. By the end of the year, nearly all of these same college members reported that they had
learned about all of the identified ECE career topics. The largest increase in knowledge in any of the areas of ECE
career pathways was on the topic of applying for CD permits. The topic with which college members were the
least familiar at the end of the year was compensation in ECE.
96%
95%
92%
91%

80%

Nearly all new college
members with pre- and
post- data learned
about the identified
areas of ECE careers by
the end of the year.

Educational requirements for ECE careers 77%
ECE career options 74%
Steps to pursue an ECE career 71%
CD permit requirements 68%
Information on CD permits 65%
Compensation in ECE 59%

Knowledge of applying for CD permits 44%

Start

End
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The following quotes are illustrative responses from members on the end-of-year survey about the benefits of
participating in the CDWFI program. These quotes specifically address the value of the CDWFI program in helping
members to define and pursue their career goals.
“I got to learn all the different
types of careers that ECE offers
and it’s motivated me to continue.”

“The CDWFI program has
benefited me by informing how to
reach my goal of attending college
and informing me about the Early
Care and Education/Child
Development Careers.”

- 12th grade member, Pierce

- 11th grade member, Mt. SAC

“The CDWFI program has
benefited me by offering me
support, knowledge, and
understanding of the education,
skills, and training that I will need
in order to obtain my educational
and career goals.”

“It has benefit me a lot lending me
the books I have needed … for my
classes, great workshops, helped
me get my first permit, helped me
out… extra money [being] a single
mom of three was a great help.
CDWFI [is] a great program for
students like me…who had [no]
idea what career path to take.”

“CDWFI is the only consistent
support for me in pursuing a career
in the early childhood education
field.”

- 4-year university member, ELAC

- Community college member, LAVC

- 4-year university member, LAVC

Student Quotes on
CDWFI’s Assistance
with Defining and
Pursuing
Career Goals

Knowledge of Educational Pathways
The CDWFI program increased students’ knowledge of educational pathways through services such as dedicated
advisement and workshops from staff trained in the requirements for ECE.
High school members agreed that the information provided by CDWFI increased their knowledge of educational
pathways.
Learned Steps to Pursue a College Education
High school members agreed or strongly
82.0%
agreed

Learned How to Apply to College
High school members agreed or strongly
59.4%
agreed

Learned About ECE College Programs
High school members agreed or strongly
88.1%
agreed
College members also agreed that the information provided by CDWFI increased their knowledge of educational
pathways.
Learned Steps to Transfer
College members agreed or strongly
83.5%
agreed

Learned Steps to Apply to Graduate School

73.4% College members agreed or strongly agreed

For many members, concern about the affordability of college is a major barrier to pursuing higher education.
Addressing these concerns is another means by which the program increases knowledge of educational
pathways. Members in both components reported that the program had increased their knowledge of financial
aid.
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Learned About Types of Financial Aid
High school members agreed or strongly
74.7%
agreed

Learned Steps to Apply for Financial Aid
High school members agreed or strongly
55.6%
agreed

Learned About Types of Financial Aid
College members agreed or strongly
85.4%
agreed

Learned Steps to Apply for Financial Aid

73.2% College members agreed or strongly agreed

The CDWFI program increased members’ knowledge of ECE educational pathways by providing students with the
opportunity to create or update a personalized education plan, or checking that students had completed an
education plan elsewhere. In FY 2014-15, 74.4% of college members completed an education plan, including
76.1% of community college members, 65.3% of 4-year university members, and 87.5% of graduate school
members.
Education plan completion is not expected for high school members. Education plans offered in some cases
pertain to high school graduation or college admissions requirements, which would normally be handled by high
school counselors and not CDWFI staff. High school members would not typically be expected to complete an
education plan towards CD permits or degrees, since this would involve a higher level of commitment to entering
the ECE field than the program expects at the high school level.
Limited data was available on high school members’ education plan completion. Four projects (AVC, Mt. SAC,
LACC and LAVC) offered education plans as a service to their members. For three of those four projects,
education plans were created for 2-3 students each; at Mt. SAC, most students (72.9%) completed an education
plan. It is of note that in FY 2014-15, six of LACC’s high school members did follow through on education plans to
earn a certificate equivalent in coursework requirements to the associate permit. The rate of education plan
completion was 31.8% for high school members; however, this number includes members from projects that did
not offer education plans as a high school service.
College Member Education Plan Completion

High School Member Education Plan
Completion

Missing
15.3%
Did not
complete
10.3%

Missing
35.3%

Completed
74.4%

Completed
31.8%

Did not
complete
32.9%

The following quotes are illustrative responses from members to the end-of-year survey about the benefits of
participating in the program; specifically, they address the CDWFI program’s value in helping members define
and pursue educational goals.
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“It has made me feel more
comfortable in taking more college
classes and motivate me to go to
college and not be afraid of
learning new things.”

“I feel the CDWFI has made me
more aware of the possible options
I have while attending college.
They really let students know
what’s needed, and how to
complete those needs.”

- 11th grade member, LACC

- 12th grade member, AVC

“The CDWFI has benefited me a lot
because it helped me decide to go
for my bachelor[‘]s degree. I
wasn't sure about the step until I
talked to a counselor and told me
the benefits of going all the way
with my education.”

“This program has helped me in so
many ways. At the beginning I was
confused on what classes to take
but this program provided us with
our own counselor which helped
me so much.”

“I get help understanding the
requirements to transfer, they
helped me understand the different
resources that exist for me that I
should take advantage. They
helped me with a scholarship so
my son can go to playgroups.”

- Community college member, SMC

- Community college member, LACC

- Community college member, LAVC

Student Quotes on
CDWFI’s Assistance
with Defining and
Pursuing Educational
Goals

New ECE Professionals Enter Field

In FY 2014-15, the CDWFI program recruited new members into the program. In FY 2014-15, 53.7% of members
reported that they had not previously participated in the program.
Returning

High School

15.6%

84.4%

College
Total

New

60.4%
46.3%

39.6%
53.7%

The high school end-of-year survey asked why members first joined the CDWFI program. The most common
reason members decided to join was interest in finding out about ECE careers. Interest in ECE careers was almost
twice as often reported as interest in obtaining more information about college.
Reasons High School Members First Joined the CDWFI Program
Wanted more info about ECE careers
Encouraged by teacher or another adult at school to participate

44.1%
36.4%

Announcement was interesting

33.3%

Friends told them about the program

26.4%

Wanted more info about applying to college

23.8%

Encouraged by CDWFI staff to participate

20.7%

Lunch offered at meetings

12.3%

Required by high school

8.8%

Wanted more info about working with children

1.1%
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Reflecting data collected on the initial application, most college members (54.2%) were not employed in ECE at
the time of the survey. Most college respondents who were not yet employed in the ECE field (N=373) at the
time of the end-of-year survey reported that they intended to join the ECE field.
Intend to Join the ECE Field
College members not working in ECE
85.8%
agreed or strongly agreed
High school members were asked at the end of the year about their interest in continuing in the ECE field. The
majority of high school members surveyed expressed interest in continuing their education or a career in ECE
after high school. A slightly higher percent of high school survey respondents were interested in attending a
college with CDWFI than in studying ECE or pursuing a career in ECE.
Wants to Attend College with CDWFI Program
High school members agreed or strongly
69.3%
agreed

Wants to Take Classes in ECE in College
High school members agreed or strongly
62.5%
agreed

Wants to Pursue a Career in ECE
High school members agreed or strongly
54.0%
agreed
While the program spreads awareness of the CDWFI college services, program staff do not expect high school
members will matriculate into the CDWFI college component. High school members are understood to be at a
stage of identity formation and career development too early to commit to entering the ECE field; thus,
commitment to the CDWFI college component is not required or expected. Even so, a small number of high
school students have entered the CDWFI college component. Matriculation into the college component was
tracked by analyzing whether students’ “school attending,” as listed on their membership application changed
from a high school to a college/university at any point between FY 2011-12 and FY 2014-15. Since 2011-12, a
total of 24 high school members have matriculated into the college component. LAVC (N=12) and Pierce (N=5)
experienced the greatest success in drawing high school students into the college component, and together
accounted for over half of all such cases. The other projects with cases of high school members matriculating to
the college component were: Mt. SAC (N=3), LACC (N=2), AVC (N=1), and ELAC (N=1).

Increased ECE Qualifications
The evaluation examined progress towards achieving ECE educational and professional goals. Course pass rates
were examined as a prerequisite to attaining certificates, transfers, degrees, or permits. The evaluation also
examined rates of achieving certificates, degrees, and permits for all college members, and transfers for
community college members.
Given that many members are already experiencing strain in balancing family needs, work responsibilities and/or
other personal difficulties, attempting to earn multiple goals is not an expectation of the program. Instead of
looking at each outcome independently, which sets up the expectation that each college member is equally likely
to earn or is equally engaged in attempting to earn each outcome, it is more reflective of the program goals to
assess what percentage of college members earned any of the ECE educational qualifications or professional
qualifications this year. Even earning one educational or professional qualification might be an individual goal of
participation. In FY 2014-15, 45.1% of college members achieved certificates, transfers, degrees, or permits. A
slightly higher percentage of returning college members than new members completed certificates, transfers,
degrees, or permits (47.7% vs. 41.1%, a difference of 6.6%).
The following sections will examine course pass rates, and achievement of certificates, transfers, degrees, and
permits.
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Completion of Courses and Degree Requirements

College members. College members’ successful completion of courses was determined using copies of unofficial
transcripts requested from each member. Relevant courses identified using course descriptions were entered by
LAUP data entry staff. By the time of reporting, at least one transcript was available for 84% of all college
members. Based on the available transcripts, 90% of CD/ECE courses completed by college members this year
were completed with a “C” or better, or “Pass”.

College Members

% With
Transcripts

# Courses
Attempted

% Courses
Passed

83.6%

2441

90.3%

High school members. CDWFI project staff entered data on high school members’ successful completion of

college-level CD/ECE courses offered through the CDWFI program. Since CDWFI project staff were required to
provide a final course status in order to report that the high school member attempted a CD/ECE college-level
course, grades or dropped status were available for all relevant courses attempted.
In FY 2014-15, 46.0% of high school members attempted college-level CD/ECE courses offered through CDWFI.
%
Attempting
Not enrolled in any CD/ECE college-level
course
Enrolled in 1 CD/ECE college-level courses
Enrolled in 2 CD/ECE college-level courses
Enrolled in 3 CD/ECE college-level courses

54.0%
25.1%
20.3%
0.6%

High school members passed 90.8% of the college-level CD/ECE courses attempted with a grade of C or better,
or “pass”.

High School Members Taking College-Level Courses

% With
Transcripts

# Courses
Attempted

% Courses
Passed

100%

346

90.8%

Certificates, Transfers, and Degrees Achieved

Certificates. In FY 2014-15, 23.7% of college members were reported as earning 359 CD/ECE certificates issued
by their college or department. In addition, 6 high school members, all from LACC, also earned a CD/ECE
certificate. These certificates are often structured as stepping stones to the permit requirements, or in some
cases are equivalent in their course requirements to permits. Certificates are also an important step to successful
transfer to a 4-year college/university, should community college students pursue a bachelor’s degree. Data from
a national sample of community college students transferring to 4-year colleges/universities found that those who
had earned an AA/AS degree or certificate prior to transferring had higher rates of completing bachelor’s degrees
than those had not first earned an AA/AS degree or certificate (Shapiro et al., 2013).

Transfers. The CDWFI project staff track each member’s progress to achieving transfer from community college
to a 4-year college/university, and they substantiate transfers achieved with course schedules at the members’
new colleges/universities. Due to significant delays between reporting deadlines and the time at which members
are able to provide course schedules, this report also provides the percentage of members whom CDWFI staff
report as having achieved transfer (even when their schedules were not yet available).
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In FY 2014-15, 3.6% of community college members achieved transfer to a 4-year college/university. In absence
of an accurate method of distinguishing members’ goals, the transfer rate calculated does not take into account
members’ terminal goals for participation. All community college members, regardless of intent to transfer, are
included in the base of the transfer rate.
# Reported

% Reported

# Verified

% Verified

32

3.6%

16

1.8%

Community college members achieved
transfer to 4-year college/university12

Degrees. The CDWFI project staff track members’ progress to earning degrees, and substantiate degrees earned
with transcripts. Due to significant delays between reporting deadlines and the time at which transcripts are
available for some colleges, this report also provides the percentage of members whom CDWFI staff report as
having earned a degree.

In FY 2014-15, 180 college members (16.1%) earned 215 degrees in CD/ECE or related fields. The number of
degrees reported may not fully capture the actual number achieved, due to differences between the deadlines for
reporting and the dates on which substantiating documentation becomes available from colleges.
# Reported

% Reported

# Verified

% Verified

116
59
5
180

13.0%
29.2%
20.8%
16.1%

89
47
4
140

10.0%
23.3%
16.7%
12.5%

Community college members earned any degree
4-year university members earned any degree
Graduate school members earned any degree
Total college members earned any degree

The degrees earned include 9 AA/AS degrees awarded to 4-year college/university members, and 1 BA/BS degree
awarded to a member in community college.

AA/AS degrees achieved
BA/BS degrees achieved
MA/MS degrees achieved
Total degrees achieved

# Reported

# Verified

158
52
5
215

122
39
4
165

Counting all degrees reported as achieved, by the end of the year, there was a 10.0% reduction in the number of
college members who did not hold any level of degree in CD/ECE or related fields.

12

One community college member not included in this figure already held a bachelor’s degree and transferred to a graduate
program.
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College Members Without a Degree in CD/ECE or Related Field
Start of the
100%
End of the
year
10.0% reduction in
year
76.9%
66.9%
college members without
75%

a degree in CD/ECE or
related field

50%
25%
0%
Start of the year

End of the year

Time to Certificates, Transfers, or Degrees. Data on the years elapsed from college members’ entry into the
program to achieving transfers, degrees, or certificates suggests that the CDWFI program is able to assist
members to reach transfer in a timely manner. The average number years of participation in CDWFI before
achieving transfers, degrees, or certificates was calculated based on members’ self-reported years of
participation, in order to capture services received prior to becoming an official “member” or prior to the
availability of reliable administrative data on members.

Years
Years
Years
Years
Years

to
to
to
to
to

13

certificate after entering CDWFI program
transfer after entering CDWFI program
AA/AS degree after entering CDWFI program
BA/BS degree after entering CDWFI program
MA/MS degree after entering CDWFI program

Average

SD

1.7
2.3
1.9
3.5
3.8

0.9
0.8
0.8
1.4
1.6

Range
1-6
1-5
1-6
1-6
2-6

years
years
years
years
years

As a point of reference, the following table displays results from the California Community Colleges’ 2015 Student
Success Scorecard14 on the percentage of the general student population, and the percentage of career and
technical education students, who achieve a “completion outcome” within 6 years. Completion outcomes include
a degree, certificate, or transfer-related outcome. For career and technical education students, completion
outcomes also include apprenticeships. In all the CDWFI grantee community colleges at most a little over a half
of all degree/certificate and/or transfer-seeking students in any discipline (including Career and Technical
Education) achieved a completion outcome within 6 years. This percentage is in keeping with state and national
trends. Results from the California Community Colleges’ 2015 Student Success Scorecard are displayed for each
of the community colleges involved in the CDWFI project.
AVC ELAC LACC LASC LAVC
Mt.
PCC Pierce SMC
Achieve Completion Outcome in 6
SAC
Years
Degree, Certificate and/or Transfer42.8% 38.1% 33.9% 31.1% 42.1% 47.0% 55.2% 47.8% 47.5%
Seeking Students in General Student Body
Career and Technical Education Students
54.9% 48.6% 44.0% 55.0% 52.9% 55.1% 58.45 48.9% 46.6%
in General Student Body

The following quotes are illustrative responses from members to the end-of-year survey about the benefits of
participating in the program, specifically illustrating how instrumental the CDWFI program was for remaining in
college and completing transfer or degree requirements.
13
14

Excluded high school members earning certificates.
Results are for a cohort of students starting in 2008-09 and tracked through 2013-14.
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“With the help of the mentors and
advisers, they made sure I was
taking the right courses for my
major and to transfer. It was a big
relief having this program
specialize in my major to help
guide me.”

“I needed help applying to
[University] for transfer and they
made the process as easy as they
could…they took me in, showing
me all that I needed to do. I
applied for a few scholarships and
the program helped me with my
statement and letter of rec.”

- Community college member, Pierce

- Community college member, PCC

“A huge financial burden was lifted
once joining CDWFI which enabled
me to actual take classes that I
needed to transfer, and also gave
me great support systems
(mentors, tutors, staff, teachers,
workshops, etc.)”

“It has benefited me...to be guided
and not lost in the transition. At
first, I felt scared, especially
transferring to [University]. Thanks
to this program and along with my
cohort, this transition has been
smoother and I have adapted
well.”

“Being back in school for the first
time in 10 years… [ECE dept. and
CDWFI staff] helped me with just
about every issue that came up for
me as a returning student who
needed, and still needs guidance…I
knew very little after being away
from the academic world for far
too long, and I am beyond grateful
this program exist for people like
me.”

- Community college member, SMC

- 4-year university member, LACC

- Community college member, LAVC

Student Quotes on
CDWFI’s Assistance
with Achieving Transfer
& Degrees

Permits Earned
As reported earlier, most college members did not possess any level of CD permit at the time of entry into the
program. The most common levels of CD permits at the time of entry into the program were Associate Teacher
and Assistant Teacher (16.1% and 21.2% of all college members, respectively).
In FY 2014-15, 187 (16.7%) of college members were awarded 192 permits. The number of permits achieved
may not fully capture the number of students who met permit requirements, due to delays between the
applications for permits, the awarding of permits, and the submission of documentation to the CDWFI program.
Permits were classified as first-time, upgraded, or renewed permits, based on information reported on the college
member application.

First-time permits earned
Upgraded permits earned
Renewed permits earned
Total permits earned

# Reported
131
40
21
192

# Verified
120
37
16
173

College members who did not earn a permit this year were more often existing permit holders, or were already
permitted at advanced levels of the permit matrix.
Earned Permit in FY Did Not Earn Permit
2014-15
in FY 2014-15
Already held any permit
31.6%
45.9%
Already held a permit level of teacher or higher
4.3%
17.4%
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Counting all permits that were reported as achieved, by the end of the year, there was an 11.4% reduction in
college members who did not hold any level of CD permit.
College Members Without a CD Permit
100%
75%

Start of the
year
56.5%

End of the
year
45.1%

50%

11.4% reduction in college
members without a CD
permit

25%
0%
Start of the year

End of the year

The following quotes are illustrative responses from members to the end-of-year survey about the benefits of
participating in the program, specifically regarding how instrumental the CDWFI program was for achieving
permits.
“The CDWFI program has
benefited me very much it has
pushed me to get my permit, [live
scan] and guides students to finish
[their] classes and keep going with
a child development career.”

“I was able to get my first permit.
My educational plan kept me
informed about the classes I
needed. If I wasn't able to get the
one that was planned, I knew
exactly which other classes would
fulfill the requirement.”

- Community college member, Mt. SAC

- Community college member, LAVC

“Lots of help with everything and
wit[h] my permit, it was returned
due to an error at the live scan
location and I was assisted in
collecting documents and they
mailed it for me.”

“I have learned many new things
and about such things where I
would never know. My permit and
fingerprint registration were free
because of this program.”

“I joined mid[-]year but I have
already applied for my permit and
gotten information that will benefit
me and encouraged me to pursue
a director permit.”

- Community college member, ELAC

- Community college member, LAVC

- Community college member, LASC

Student Quotes on
CDWFI’s Assistance
with Achieving Permits

Greater Career Advancement
To study how the program was assisting members with career advancement, former and current college
members were asked to report on the end-of-year survey whether they had obtained a job, received a promotion,
or received a pay increase as a result of their participation.

CDWFI Impact on FY 2014-15 College Members Employment Outcomes

Out of all college survey respondents, 54.2% reported that they were employed in ECE at the time of the survey.
Of those college member respondents employed in ECE (N=470), 35.5% felt that the program helped them to
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obtain their job. About a quarter of college member respondents employed in ECE experienced a promotion
(27.2%); 39.1% of all college members experiencing a promotion credited the CDWFI program with helping them
to earn their promotion. Almost a third of college members (30.4%) had experienced a pay increase since they
began participating in the CDWFI program; 30.1% of all college members experiencing a pay increase credited
the CDWFI program with helping them to earn that pay increase.

Respondents Employed in
ECE

CDWFI Helped to
Secure a Job

CDWFI Helped to
Earn a Promotion

35.5%

10.6%

CDWFI Helped to
Earn a Pay
Increase
9.1%

Employment Outcomes of Former College Members from FY 2013-14
This section summarizes results of an employment survey, conducted with former college members who
participated in FY 2013-14 but did not re-enroll in FY 2014-15. Former college members were surveyed 10 to 12
months after the end of FY 2013-14. Due to the low response rate (50.2%), caution should be taken when
interpreting the results. Despite the low response rate, these findings remain the most comprehensive data
collection effort to date on former college members’ job outcomes and intent to remain in the field.

Employment. At the time of the survey, most former college members were employed (80.3%), and many were
employed in ECE (59.1%). Data on the intent of former members employed in non-ECE jobs to seek employment
in the ECE sector was not collected as a part of this survey. Future work will be needed to explore this outcome.
Employed in ECE
All Respondents

59.1%

Employed in
Non-ECE
21.2%

Unemployed
19.7%

Most former college members employed in ECE were employed in center-based facilities.
ECE Setting
None
Center-based
Family Child Care
Other
Decline to state

All respondents
40.9%
39.8%
8.1%
10.4%
0.8%

Former college members employed in a non-ECE job were most commonly employed in the K-12 education
sector.
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Industry
ECE
None - Unemployed
K-12 Education
Social Services
Retail
Non-ECE - Decline to state
Medical
Food Services
Finance
Entertainment
Legal
Transportation

All respondents
59.1%
19.7%
8.1%
3.9%
1.9%
1.9%
1.5%
1.5%
1.2%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%

Attribution of Employment to CDWFI. Former college members employed at the time of the survey were
asked whether they felt CDWFI helped them to secure their job. A substantial percentage of former college
members employed at the time of the survey felt the CDWFI program helped to secure their job.

All

Credited CDWFI with helping
to secure job

N=208
42.8%

Employed
Has ECE
Job
N=153
45.8%

Has NonECE Job
N=55
34.5%

CDWFI’s modest role in helping members to secure jobs may be due in part to the fact that a majority of former
college members had already been employed at the time of their participation in CDWFI. It is known that a
substantial number of CDWFI members are non-traditional students who are already part of the workforce,
whether in ECE or not. Prior employment in ECE appeared to have a strong relationship to employment in ECE at
the time of the survey. Former members working in ECE at the time of the survey had more often been employed
in ECE during the previous year (at the time of their application to CDWFI in FY 2013-14), as compared to former
members who were either currently employed in non-ECE jobs, or unemployed.
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Employed in ECE at time of
CDWFI application
Worked for same employer
while in CDWFI
Average years of
participation in CDWFI15

All

Employed
Has ECE
Job

Has NonECE Job

All

Unemployed
Seeking
ECE Job

N=208
50.5%

N=153
60.1%

N=55
23.6%

N=51
19.6%

N=34
26.5%

Not
seeking
an ECE
Job
N=17
5.9%

61.5%

62.7%

58.2%

NA

NA

NA

2.0 (1.3)

2.0 (1.3)

2.1 (1.4)

1.9 (1.3)

1.8 (1.2)

2.2 (1.6)

Among those former college members who reported that they had not held their job while participating in the
CDWFI program (N=77), 61.0% credited the program with helping to secure their job. Of former college
members who had gained employment in ECE since the application (N=61), about half credited the CDWFI
program with helping to secure their jobs (50.8%).
The survey also collected data on whether members’ improvement in employment was a change they attributed
to the CDWFI program. Of the 134 former college members who reported a change in jobs to a better job than
the one held previously, 47.8% reported that CDWFI had helped to secure that job.

Relationship of Qualifications to Employment Outcomes. Less than half (41.3%) of all former college

members surveyed held a degree in CD/ECE or a related field by the end of FY 2013-14. Degree attainment was
highest among former college members employed in ECE jobs and lowest among former college members
employed in non-ECE jobs (45.8% vs. 32.7%), a difference of 13.1%. Most former college members surveyed
(78.8%) held a permit by the end of FY 2013-14. Permit attainment was similar between employed and
unemployed former college members. Permit attainment was highest among former college members employed
in ECE, and lowest among former college members not actively seeking an ECE job (a 9.1% difference).

Held degree in CD/ECE or
related field
Held CD permit

All

Employed
Has ECE
Job

Has NonECE Job

All

Unemployed
Seeking
ECE Job

N=208
42.3%

N=153
45.8%

N=55
32.7%

N=51
37.3%

N=34
35.3%

Not
seeking
an ECE
Job
N=17
41.2%

79.3%

79.7%

78.2%

76.5%

79.4%

70.6%

Pay Increases and Promotions. Former college members were asked to report whether they had experienced
a promotion or pay increase since participating in the CDWFI program, but were not asked whether they would
attribute their achievement of a pay increase or promotion to their participation in CDWFI. Approximately a third
of employed former college members experienced pay increases; of those, 38.9% reported that their increase in
pay involved a change in their place of employment. Less than a quarter of former college members experienced
promotions; of those, 42.6% reported that their promotion involved a change in their place of employment.
15

Based on prior years of participation reported on college members’ application. Since member lists were not accurately
maintained prior to FY 2011-12, it was necessary to rely on members’ own recollection. This figure also better captures
members’ involvement at the participant level, which is not tracked individually by the program.
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Former members employed in a non-ECE job had similar, but slightly worse job outcomes as a group. Former
college members employed in ECE experienced promotions slightly more often (a 3.5% difference) and
experienced pay increases slightly more often (a 5% difference) than members who were not employed in ECE.

N=208
34.6%

Employed
Has ECE
Job
N=153
35.9%

Has NonECE Job
N=55
30.9%

22.6%

23.5%

20.0%

All

Experienced pay increase
since participating in CDWFI
Experienced promotion since
participating in CDWFI

Of the 72 former college members who experienced a pay increase, 43.1% still earned less than $20,000
annually. The percentage of members earning less than $20,000 annually was not substantially different for
former members who experienced a pay increase in an ECE job versus a non-ECE job (43.6% and 41.2%,
respectively).

Retention in the ECE Field. Some data was collected to examine former members’ interest in remaining in ECE
and returning to CDWFI.

Most former college members who were not employed intended to find a job in the ECE field. Former college
members who were not employed were not asked whether they were not seeking a job in ECE because they had
intentionally withdrawn from the labor market.

Seeking an ECE job
Not seeking a job in ECE field

Unemployed
N=51
66.7%
33.3%

Most of the former college members surveyed (53.7%) intended to rejoin the CDWFI program in the future. Even
among members who were employed in non-ECE jobs, more than half intended to rejoin CDWFI. This result
indicates that most of the former members working in non-ECE jobs do not intend to leave the field of ECE, since
returning members would be aware of program requirements to demonstrate commitment to a program of study
in ECE. The overwhelming majority of members not currently employed in ECE were still in school; this result
suggests that they are not actively seeking to join the labor market at this time, and instead are choosing to
focus on studying.
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Enrolled in school
Enrolled in school &
working towards permit
Not enrolled in school &
plans to return to school
within 2 years
Plans to re-enter CDWFI

All

Employed
Has ECE
Job

Has NonECE Job

All

Unemployed
Seeking
ECE Job

N=208
56.3%
11.1%

N=153
58.8%
13.1%

N=55
49.1%
5.5%

N=51
60.8%
17.6%

N=34
47.1%
23.5%

Not
seeking
an ECE
Job
N=17
88.2%
5.9%

34.6%

33.3%

38.1%

29.4%

44.1%

0%

51.4%

50.3%

54.5%

62.7%

67.6%

52.9%

The following quotes are illustrative responses from members to the end-of-year survey about the benefits of
participating in the program, specifically addressing how CDWFI was instrumental to retention and advancement
in their career.
“It provided me the resources to
manage a full time job and attend
school at the same time.”

“It helped me to achieve my goal
which was going from an associate
permit straight to the site
supervisor permit and that allowed
me to keep my job.”

- 4-year university member, LACC

- Community college member, SMC

“The program has helped me to
grow in personal and professional
aspects of my life.... I started as a
Child Development student and
today as I am graduating from
College, I've been hire as an Early
Education Teacher.”

“The CDWFI, provided a job fair in
the spring, in which I was offered a
substitute teaching position. With
them I have learned how to access
and apply for a career in the field
of child education.”

“This program has changed my
life. Because of my participation I
have been able to move into new
[employment]. Paying double of
what I am paid now. It has allowed
me to move my family to a better
location and help my husband
support our family.”

- Community college member, LACC

- Community college member, Pierce

- 4-year university member, ELAC

Student Quotes on
CDWFI’s Role in
Advancing in their ECE
Career

Increased Quality of ECE Practices

Assessment of the program goal of increased quality of ECE practices was outside the scope of this evaluation. In
place of measuring increased quality of ECE practice, the evaluation collected data on members’ participation in
professional development opportunities and instructors’ assessments of members’ improvement in knowledge of
ECE practice.

Participation in ECE Professional Development Opportunities

A majority of college survey respondents reported that the CDWFI program informed them about professional
development opportunities (for example, training and workshops).
Learned About Professional Development
93.0% College members agreed or strongly agreed
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Participation in professional development services was tracked by CDWFI staff. For the purposes of this
evaluation, academic workshops, career workshops, content workshops, conferences (including reimbursement to
attend a conference hosted by another organization), internships, and networking were categorized as
professional development opportunities. In FY 2014-15, 89.1% of high school members and 71.7% of college
members participated in at least one type of professional development opportunity offered by the CDWFI
program. The following table displays the percentages of members using professional development services and
the average number of sessions for which the services were used. Averages were calculated for only those
members who used a service.
High School

Used professional development
service

College

% Using

Average Use
(SD)

% Using

Average Use
(SD)

89.1%

7.7 (6.3)

71.7%

7.3 (7.3)

Growth in Knowledge of Quality ECE Practices

College members were asked to self-report whether the program helped to improve their knowledge in key areas
of ECE practice. The program teaches students directly through instruction provided in workshops and
internships; it also indirectly increases members’ knowledge by facilitating access to ECE courses and other
professional resources. The majority of college members surveyed agreed or strongly agreed that the CDWFI
program helped them improve their knowledge of multiple areas of ECE practice.
The CDWFI program helped me to improve my knowledge of…
Children’s emotional and social development
Teaching children the literacy skills they need for school success
Teaching children the numeracy skills they need for school success
Caring for and teaching children who are English language learners
Caring for and teaching children with special needs
Working with parents and families

90.2%
88.5%
86.4%
83.3%
83.2%
89.9%

Grades obtained in ECE courses represent instructors’ assessments of students’ knowledge about appropriate ECE
practice and/or theory. As described earlier in the report, the ECE course pass rate was 90.8% for high school
members and 90.3% for college members. The high course pass rate demonstrates that the members for whom
grades were available (46.0% of high school members and 83.6% of college members) improved their knowledge
of ECE practice by completing at least 1 course this year.
The following quotes are illustrative responses from members to the end-of-year survey about the benefits of
participating in the program, and specifically in CDWFI professional development opportunities such as content
workshops.
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“I became more [educated] about
how children learn and… what
benefits child growth and
learn[ing] in physical, mental, and
educational areas. I have siblings
so after this program I became
more aware and started noticing
more how they grow.”

“I’ve learned so much about early
childhood, and was able to reflect
[on] my own learning.”

- 11th grade member, SMC

- 11th grade member, LACC

“The quality of my [FCC] business
has improved since being a CDWFI
member. The relationships with
parents and children in my care
has improved due to the fantastic
education with AVC. I have
received exceptional help, advice,
guidance, and support from several
of the programs advisors.”

“It has provided me with tools that
I can use to be a more effective
early childhood educator. For
example [the workshops and
conference] were very helpful in
providing ways to create an
inclusive environment for all
children and a curriculum that
supports the children's
development and learning.”

“CDWFI has increased my
professional development in the
child development field. I have
continued to move forward in this
field with confidence and
determination to create a better
learning experience for the children
in my care.”

- Community college member, AVC

- 4-year university member, AVC

- Community college member, Pierce

Student Quotes on
CDWFI’s Professional
Development
Opportunities

Lessons Learned to Improve Implementation
This section summarizes lessons learned and reflections shared by members, project staff and LAUP program
staff. Data was collected through member surveys, staff focus groups, CDWFI leads meetings, CDWFI leads
surveys, and in quarterly reports submitted to program staff.

Member Feedback on Benefits of the CDWFI Program

Student perspectives on the services they found helpful can help to inform future decision-making about which
services to prioritize if grant funding cannot be sustained. High school and college students were asked to
describe the benefits of the program on the end-of-year survey. Their responses were coded into themes. The
following table shows the top ten benefits of the CDWFI program mentioned by members.
High School
1. Learning child development content (N=125)
2. Supporting career development (N=53)
3. Supporting educational goals (N=53)
4. Information in general (N=31)
5. Enrollment in college classes (N=24)
6. Personal growth (N=23)
7. None or skipped question (N=13)
8. Information about financial aid (N=10)
9. Community (N=4)
10. Information about CDWFI services (N=4)

College
1. Supporting educational goals (N=374)
2. Support from CDWFI staff (N=224)
3. Direct financial assistance (N=222)
4. Workshops (N=105)
5. Supporting career development (N=198)
6. Information in general (N=83)
7. Personal growth (N=69)
8. Community (N=63)
9. Understanding the ECE field (N=38)
10. Information about CDWFI services (N=36)

College members were asked to rate the helpfulness of select CDWFI services on the end-of-year survey. College
members were only asked to rate those services they recalled accessing this year. In all cases, a majority of users
of the service reported that the service was very helpful. The most highly rated services tended to be either
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financial (e.g., book lending, fingerprinting fees, stipends and resource room/lab16) or advising/counseling related
(e.g., education plan, counseling, mentoring). Services that were rated less highly also tended to be services that
were less often used by college members and/or less frequently occurring in the program year.
Less than 50% Used
Service

50-75% Used
Service

Book Lending

93.6%

Fingerprinting Fees

92.6%

Stipend

90.7%

Resource Center/Lab

90.3%

Education Plan

90.3%

Counseling

89.6%

Mentoring

89.1%

Transfer Assistance

89.0%

Content Workshops

87.3%

Career Workshops

87.0%

Conference Fees

86.4%

Internship

86.0%

Financial Workshops

85.8%

Permit Clinics

85.6%

Academic Workshops

85.5%

Tutoring

84.8%

Center Tour

82.6%

College Tour

82.4%

Job/Career Fair

78.9%

More than 75% Used Service

0%
25%
50%
75%
100%
% Users Rating Service Very Helpful

Additional Areas in Need of Improvement Identified in FY 2014-15

Projects identified several areas where LAUP could better support the CDWFI program. Three
projects requested assistance with securing funding past the end of the current grant. Two projects expressed
need for relief from demanding reporting requirements, both for grant management and for multiple LAUP and
First 5 LA research requests, which conflicted with college schedules. One project expressed frustration with the
limited functionality of the CDWFI database. One project suggested a collaboration with LAUP to bring in content
experts to lead workshops for CDWFI projects. One project requested additional funding to expand services in the
high school component in the last year of the grant.
Projects offered suggestions for self-improvement in the coming year. One project created an
innovative service to facilitate textbook exchanges between members at different cohort levels. Based on the

16

Some resource centers/labs offered access to free school supplies and printing.
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success of this service, the project will attempt to identify a tool that will improve and facilitate exchanges
between students in the future.
Several projects reported that members were reluctant to access tutoring services. Despite offering
tutoring services to students with academic needs, projects experienced low utilization by members. One project
found that members with tutoring needs were approaching mentors, who they were comfortable with, rather
than seeking out tutoring support. Strategies put in place this year included changing the location of tutors, and
hiring additional tutors to increase hours of availability to members. At least one project determined that since no
members were using tutors, they would no longer offer tutoring, and instead would refer students to general
campus tutoring resources.
Project staff experienced difficulty with the new requirement to obtain consent forms from high
school members and their parents. In the coming year, research staff will consult with project staff about
what strategies worked best to efficiently collect the forms. Strategies reported this year included frequent followup and availability to answer parents’ questions regarding the consent forms over the phone. One project also
planned on conducting the consent process at the start of the year, when students may be more likely to turn in
forms along with their membership materials.
CDWFI members were asked to suggest improvements to the program on the end-of-year survey.
Open-ended comments from members were categorized into themes.
When asked what improvements they would make to the CDWFI program, high school and college members
surveyed most often responded that they would keep the program exactly as is (56.7% and 48.8% of members,
respectively). Frequently, college members shared their desire that the program maintain existing services past
the conclusion of the current grant. The following quotes are illustrative responses from members about the
benefits of participating in the program, specifically regarding their satisfaction with the program.
“I really didn’t see any
improvements that are needed. My
experiences in these [courses]
have been literally life changing
and amazing.”

“The program is great at making
everyone feel wanted and also
great at getting information to use.
It can’t get any better in my
opinion!”

- 11th grade member, LACC

- 12th grade member, AVC

“The information they give to us,
all is clear, and [understandable].
They have answer my question,
and all the time I need something,
they help me. Thank you very
much for all.”

“They are doing a great job
towards helping students reach
their goals and to not stay
misinformed [in]… regards to
careers and paperwork.”

“I just hope that [LASC] continues
to get funding so this program can
continue to exist for individuals like
myself that need these type of
supportive services.”

- Community college member, LAVC

- Community college member, ELAC

- Community college member, LASC

Student Quotes on
Satisfaction with the
Program
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The following table summarizes the top five suggestions for improvement from high school survey respondents.
Top Five Themes for Suggestions
Workshops responsive to student
interests

N
28

Alternate scheduling of meetings

25

Opportunities to work with young
children
Improved outreach about program to
other students

12

Field trips

11

11

Typical Suggestions
 Content workshops (e.g., hands on activities)
 Financial aid workshops
 Career workshops (e.g., career options, requirements)
 Longer meetings
 More frequent meetings
 Hands-on experience (e.g., job shadowing, field trip to
center, internship, observation)
 Better advertisement to increase awareness of the program
to general student population (e.g., flyers, club t-shirts)
 Published information about upcoming events, available
services and program requirements
 More field trips in general
 More college tours

The following table summarizes the top five suggestions for improvement from college survey respondents.
Top Five Themes for Suggestions
Alternative scheduling of services

N
112

Improved communication with
students

58

Workshops responsive to student
interests

53

More financial support

48

Expanded lending library

28

Typical Suggestions
 More workshop sessions
 After-hours and weekend availability for services
 More contact from CDWFI staff
 Published information about upcoming events, available
services and program requirements
 Content workshops (e.g., case studies, special needs, parent
engagement)
 Career workshops (e.g., compensation in ECE, job readiness
skills)
 Increased stipend amounts
 More inclusive stipend eligibility requirements
 Increased inventory of books, including more copies and
expanded subject areas
 Increased lending limits
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Conclusions & Recommendations
Member Demographics

The CDWFI program served a diverse cross-section of the ECE workforce. While the majority of members were
not employed in the ECE field, not all members were new to the field. A substantial percentage of college
members were very experienced in ECE but lacked advanced permits or any degree in ECE. The services provided
by the CDWFI program fill a critical need for the population served. Most college members have special
circumstances which classify them as “non-traditional students”; these circumstances include: delayed entry into
college, and competing work and family responsibilities. The circumstances of non-traditional students can make
it difficult to pursue educational or professional qualifications without the support of the CDWFI program.

Recommendations


Collect data on the projects’ commonalities in approaches to serving non-traditional students, in order to
enhance understanding of the CDWFI program model for potential funders

Program Model of Services

The CDWFI program, by design, is responsive to local institutional and population contexts. The considerable
diversity in approaches is a strength, and reflects the adaptability of the CDWFI program to different institutional
settings. The large variation in services, however, poses difficulties for characterizing the interventions that are
responsible for student outcomes. This report attempted to identify core services accessible across the majority of
projects, using inventories of services from CDWFI project staff and data on members’ use of services to
understand the typical experience of members in CDWFI.
In the emerging model of services in the high school component, there was less consistency in the services
offered across projects than in the college component. Program staff should work closely with project leads,
particularly in the three newest CDWFI projects, to ensure that new projects offer services consistent with other
projects. For instance, if the project’s goal is to offer academic, financial, professional, and social supports to
students, new projects should be assisted with the development of supports in each of these areas.
As the project and program staff seek out new funding past the final year of the current grant, discussions should
include decisions on whether the most prevalent services are also the most valuable and essential CDWFI
services. Project and program staff will need to arrive at a consensus about which services to prioritize under
newly secured funding.

Recommendations





Identify services to be prioritized for any funding secured after the final year under the current grant (FY
2015-16)
Discuss among program and project staff whether closer alignment of services is desired, particularly in
the high school component
Examine project-level variation in usage and dosage to identify local strengths in program models of
service that can inform new grant applications
Collect retrospective survey data on members’ reported use of job readiness skills preparation services

Increased Awareness of and Entry into the ECE Field

In the college component, the CDWFI program demonstrated strong outcomes in the area of increasing
members’ awareness about ECE career and educational pathways. Limited data was available for high school
members, but the available data suggests that overall, the project succeeded in informing most members about
key areas of ECE career and educational pathways.
Pre- and post- data from all surveyed members showed positive change, and statistically significant growth for all
areas of knowledge of ECE career pathways. As results were only available for a small percentage of high school
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members, these results should only be taken as exploratory, and more examination of career information delivery
to high school members is needed.
Pre- and post- data showed that at the start of the year, most new college members had had some exposure to
almost all of the identified areas of ECE career pathways identified. Knowledge of how to apply for a CD permit
was the least familiar topic to new college members, suggesting that assistance with permits is one of the most
needed services in the college component. By the end of the year, the CDWFI program succeeded in informing
almost all college members about the identified areas of ECE careers. In the high school component, most new
high school members reported no knowledge of the identified areas of ECE career pathways, except for the area
of ECE career options. By the end of the year, the majority of new high school surveyed reported having learned
about each of the identified areas of ECE career options.
Some evidence was available about the CDWFI program’s assistance with members’ entry into the ECE field. Most
college members who were not employed in ECE reported that they intended to join the ECE field, and most high
school members expressed an interest in pursuing careers in ECE.

Recommendations




In local decisions about workshop topics for FY 2015-16, incorporate project-level variation in the ECE
career pathway topics least familiar to new members
Explore the feasibility of expanding use of student feedback to determine workshop topics
Provide additional instruction to high school members on how to apply for financial aid, or establish
partnerships with financial aid offices to leverage existing campus resources

Increased ECE Qualifications

The CDWFI program provided an array of supports to assist members in advancing towards completion of ECE
educational and professional qualifications. The most frequently cited benefit of the CDWFI program, as stated by
college members in open-ended remarks on the survey, was the multi-pronged means by which the program
assisted members in achieving their educational goals. Additionally, high course pass rates of college members
and high school members in attempted CD/ECE courses suggests that the CDWFI program provides sufficient
academic supports to assist members with successful completion of their courses.
Without accurate data on members’ intent to achieve certificates, transfers, degrees, or permits, this evaluation
has based the achievement rates for these outcomes on the success rates of all eligible college members.
However, not all eligible college members are in a position to earn these outcomes within a year, and not all
college members are seeking to earn certificates, transfers, degrees, or permits; however, the individual
achievement rates includes all eligible college members in the calculation as if every member is attempting to
earn that outcome. This year, a combined measure was calculated to capture the number of college members
who achieved at least one certificate, transfer, degree, or permit; using this method, it was determined that
45.1% of college members achieved at least one of the measured ECE qualifications this year.
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Recommendations




Explore the service use histories of members achieving outcomes versus members not achieving
outcomes
Collect retrospective survey data on college members’ intent to achieve certificates, transfers, degrees, or
permits
Use recent years of reliable data to examine a longitudinal dataset, and calculate a cohort rate of
achievement for any educational or professional outcome in ECE

Greater Career Advancement and Retention

The CDWFI program intends to improve college members’ ability to secure jobs in ECE or advance in their ECE
careers. To this end, the CDWFI program helps members to improve their knowledge of ECE practice and obtain
ECE qualifications. As documented in the model of services this year, the CDWFI program also provides an array
of job readiness skills preparation services to assist members with soft skills needed to secure employment.
There was some evidence of positive outcomes in the areas of employment and retention in the field. A survey of
FY 2014-15 members found that 35.5% of college members with a job in ECE credited the CDWFI program with
helping them to secure that job. About a third of members employed in ECE who had experienced a pay increase
experienced a promotion credited their participation in CDWFI.
Positive impacts of participation on career outcomes were more evident among former college members several
months after completing participation in the CDWFI program. Most former college members from FY 2013-14
who were surveyed 10-12 months after participating in the CDWFI program reported that they were employed in
the ECE field. A majority of former college members who gained their job in ECE after participating in CDWFI felt
that the program helped them to secure their job.
Most of the surveyed former college members from FY 2013-14 remained in the ECE field for 10 to 12 months
after the end of their participation in CDWFI, and most former members who were unemployed or worked in a
non-ECE job indicated that they were still interested in remaining in the ECE field.

Recommendations




Collect survey data on members’ use of job readiness services
Explore the relationship between members’ usage of job readiness services and employment outcomes
Continue to collect data on longitudinal employment outcomes, with additional data collection on the
members who are not currently employed in ECE

Increased Quality of ECE Practices and Programs

Limited evidence was collected on the impact of the CDWFI program on the quality of ECE practices. In the
absence of direct assessment of the quality of members’ ECE practice, or members’ knowledge, the evaluation
relied on members’ self-reported improvement in knowledge and instructors’ assessment of members’
improvement in knowledge. College members’ self-report indicates that the majority of members felt the CDWFI
program had helped to improve their knowledge of several key areas of ECE practice. Instructors’ assessment of
members’ performance in CD/ECE classes also provides an indication that 46.0% of high school members and
83.6% of college members had sufficiently improved their knowledge of quality ECE practice in the view of the
instructor with a respective course pass rate of 90.8% and 90.3%.
The proxy measures used for assessing whether there was an increase in the quality of ECE practices are a
reflection of the diversity of philosophies of appropriate ECE practice adopted by the colleges, instructors and
staff involved in the CDWFI program. By design, the CDWFI program is flexible, in order to accommodate and be
inclusive of different views of quality ECE practice. At the same time, the efforts of the CDWFI program are
meant to be in alignment with LAUP’s organizational goals. With LAUP’s adoption of the Quality Continuum
Framework, it is suggested that data be collected on CDWFI members’ awareness of CD/ECE content in
alignment with the framework as a measure of quality ECE practices. Data on members’ awareness of content
included in the framework can serve as a benchmark for future planning about how to better align the quality
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improvement efforts of the CDWFI program to the efforts of LAUP at large. Understanding that not all members
will have exposure to content from the framework, any new measures of Quality ECE Practices and Programs can
be added to existing measures instead of replacing existing measures.

Recommendations




Adopt aspects of the Quality Continuum Framework to serve as a common benchmark of knowledge of
quality ECE practices
Align content areas assessed in members’ self-reported growth in knowledge with content workshop
topics, to allow for correlation of members’ knowledge growth outcomes with content workshop
attendance data
Consider adopting retrospective survey of members to assess growth in knowledge of quality ECE
practices

Plan for Incorporating Findings into Future Program Implementation

The LAUP workforce and evaluation staff will meet with the CDWFI project staff in the first quarter of FY 2015-16
to review evaluation findings and determine the feasibility of implementing the suggested recommendations.
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Appendix A. CDWFI Program Logic Model
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Appendix B. Theory of Change
A theory of change makes explicit the underlying assumptions for how a program works and the changes
expected as a result of an intervention. As such, the theory of change establishes a set of testable hypotheses for
how the program should operate. The theory of change also defines the roadmap for realizing the program’s
goals (Bruner, 2004). The major assumptions associated with the CDWFI program are:
1. The high schools and institutions of higher education (IHEs) involved in CDWFI are willing and prepared to
partner with the CDWFI projects to implement or facilitate the activities outlined in the logic model to
support the CDWFI students. They have the staff, materials, space, administrative support, interest and/or
authority to work with the CDWFI staff to support students within the scope and goals of the CDWFI
program.
2. The CDWFI staff are able to execute the CDWFI grant within their IHEs, including, but not limited to, the
hiring of appropriate project staff, the availability of key staff to meet regularly with students for direct
services, the use of meeting and/or classroom space, the provision of courses or dedicated seats within
courses, the allocation of CDWFI funds, and the administrative support necessary to maintain and enhance
the Early Childhood degree, department, and course offerings.
3. CDWFI college students are interested in achieving the academic and professional milestones outlined in the
CDWFI program. They are motivated to work towards these milestones, and understand that these
achievements are meant to boost their success in joining or advancing in the ECE workforce.
4. CDWFI high school students are interested in participating in the activities provided through the CDWFI
program. They are engaged by these activities and understand that reaching academic and professional
goals in the program is meant to boost their success in exploring career options in ECE, and enrolling in
college in any program at either a 2-year or 4-year college/university.
5. There is a need among the ECE/Child Development students and ECE professionals for the services provided
through CDWFI. Without the types of services provided through CDWFI (Academic, Financial, Professional,
and Social Support), college students would be significantly less likely to achieve transfers, degrees,
certificates, and permits in a timely manner (or at all).
6. There is a need among high school students for the services provided through CDWFI. Without the types of
services provided through CDWFI (Academic, Financial, Professional, and Social Support), high school
students would be significantly less likely to be informed about, interested in or prepared for college and/or
entry into the ECE workforce.
7. The services provided through CDWFI are the correct services, are provided in an effective and timely
manner, and are provided in the appropriate dosage, to bring about the expected improvement in student
achievement and knowledge.
8. The CDWFI students receive and retain the knowledge and skills necessary to work with young children
through the CDWFI program. These skills and knowledge are related to increased quality of practice in
working with young children.
9. There is a need within the field of ECE for an educated and skilled workforce that can deliver high quality
services to children ages 0 to 5. This field recognizes and rewards degrees, certificates and permits, so that
there is a financial incentive for students to work towards these academic and professional achievements.
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Appendix C. High School Component Logic Models
This section describes the high school components implemented by the CDWFI projects. Logic models were used
as a structure for discussing the activities and goals adopted by each project. The logic models document the
inputs, (i.e., services and resources), and the changes expected in the target populations as a result of the
interventions. This section will first provide an overview of services and outcomes intended for high school
members, and then describe additional populations selectively served by some projects.
The projects were given flexibility to develop unique program models tailored to their context and needs, within
the guidelines set by the CDWFI program’s logic model and scopes of work. The high school components that
took shape at each project reflect similar long-term outcomes, with differences in emphasis, in goals, and in
approaches to serving a high school population.
Difference in each project’s model of services can be attributed in part to variable levels of experience in
implementing a high school component, and in part to differences in funding. In FY 2012-13, LACC and LAVC
piloted enhanced high school components. These initial pilot projects had the most developed high school
services, as a result of previous funding through First 5 LA’s High School Recruitment (HSR) program. The
successful pilot led to additional funding for enabling ELAC, Mt. SAC, Pierce and SMC to implement an enhanced
high school component in FY 2013-14. In FY 2014-15, three additional projects, AVC, LASC, and PCC, received
enhanced funding for high school services; these projects were launched as CDWFI sites last year.
The following table identifies the funding history of each project and its current high school partners.
Years Project has
Received Enhanced
Funding

Project
AVC

1 Year

LASC
PCC
ELAC

2 Years

Mt. SAC
Pierce
SMC

3 Years
(Also former
First 5 LA HSR Sites)

LACC
LAVC

High School Partner(s)
Antelope Valley Union High School
District
Washington Preparatory HS
Alhambra HS
Marshall Fundamental HS
Pasadena HS
Applied Technology Center HS
South Gate HS
Garey HS
Rowland HS
Birmingham HS
Chatsworth HS
Cleveland HS
Ohel Chana HS
Santa Monica HS
Hollywood HS/TCA
Robert F Kennedy HS
Panorama HS
San Fernando HS

Continuous
Years Partnered
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
3
8
8
7
5
1
5
1
7
8
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High School Student Support Services. The CDWFI high school component intends to minimize high school

students’ barriers to pursuing a post-secondary education. The high school component is distinct from the college
component, in that members are not expected to have prior interest in ECE or demonstrate commitment to
entering the field. The high school component aims to introduce students broadly to the information and skills
they need to successfully matriculate to college, where they can be in a position to pursue ECE qualifications in
the future. This section outlines the services available to students by category of support: academic, financial,
professional, and social.
The CDWFI projects provided academic supports, including opportunities to learn ECE content knowledge and
activities to raise students’ readiness to apply to college. The academic supports most typically offered through
the CDWFI projects were academic workshops and content workshops, which were both offered by all projects.
Other academic supports offered by at least half of all projects were technical assistance with college
applications, academic advising/counseling, college tours, and technical assistance with college portals. The
following chart displays the types of academic supports provided by each project. Projects are grouped by the
number of years during which they have implemented a high school component with enhanced funding from the
CDWFI grant.
Years of Enhanced CDWFI Funding for HS Component
1 Year

Types of Academic Supports
Academic advising/counseling
Academic workshops
College counseling

AVC





LASC



PCC

ELAC






2 Years
MT
Pierce SMC
SAC
.















College coursework placement assessment
College courses (CDWFI funded)




College orientation

Computer lab
Content workshops
Education plan
Resource center/lab materials

LACC

LAVC













College courses (CDWFI secured)

College tour

3 Years
















































Summer Leadership Institute
Technical assistance: bridge program(s)
Technical assistance: college application(s)



Technical assistance: college portal(s)
Tutoring
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All but one CDWFI project provided either direct financial supports or guidance on how to secure other financial
aid. The financial supports most typically offered through the CDWFI projects were textbooks for college courses,
financial aid workshops, and small monetary incentives for completion of activities like coursework and
internships. Guidance about financial aid was primarily offered in group workshops, but in some cases students
also received individualized advisement and assistance with applications. The following chart displays the types of
financial supports provided by each project.
Years of Enhanced CDWFI Funding for HS Component
1 Year

Types of Financial Supports

AVC

LASC

PCC

ELAC

2 Years
MT
Pierce SMC
SAC
.



Financial aid advisement





Incentives

School supplies
Technical assistance: FAFSA
Technical assistance: other aid application
Tuition assistance

LAVC




Financial aid information

Lending library

LACC



Book fees

Financial aid workshops

3 Years
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Each of the CDWFI projects provided information to students about ECE career paths. Workshops and tours of
child care centers were the most typically offered form of professional support. The following chart displays the
types of professional supports provided by each project.
Years of Enhanced CDWFI Funding for HS Component
1 Year

Types of Professional Supports

AVC

LASC

PCC

ELAC

LACC





























Develop or update resume
Job/Career fair




Job shadowing



Paid internship



Mock interview



NAEYC membership

Referral to ECE job search assistance
Supporting member in their existing jobs







Training on interviewing skills
Training on professionalism
Training on job research skills












Unpaid internship
Volunteering opportunities







Develop cover letter

Notification of ECE job opportunities

LAVC



Conferences
CPR and First Aid certification

3 Years



Career Pathway booklet

Child care center tour(s)

.



Career interest assessment

Career workshops

2 Years
MT
Pierce SMC
SAC
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The CDWFI projects typically offered social support in the form of informing mentoring, networking and providing
a setting for members to meet together outside of class (e.g., cohort meeting, club meeting, lunch workshop).
These activities gave high school students opportunities to learn from the experience of others at varying stages
of interest in and commitment to a career in ECE. Populations engaged as sources of social supports differed
across the projects, but could include other high school students, CDWFI staff, parents, college members, and
ECE professionals. The following chart displays the types of social supports provided by each project.
Years of Enhanced CDWFI Funding for HS Component
1 Year

Types of Social Supports

AVC

LASC

PCC

ELAC

2 Years
MT
Pierce SMC
SAC
.

3 Years
LACC

LAVC






Afterschool study space
HS member meeting
Mentoring – formal
Mentoring – informal
Networking
Online hubs

































Referral to afterschool services








Parent orientation

Social events











Outcomes Expected as a Result of High School Student Support Services. This section describes the

short-term, intermediate and long-term outcomes of the CDWFI projects’ high school component logic models.
The CDWFI projects demonstrated a great diversity of outcomes reflecting differences in approach and local
context that shaped the services provided to high school students.
The short-term outcomes for the high school component shared many commonalities across the projects. All
projects sought to increase students’ knowledge of educational and career pathways in ECE. Specifically, projects
all shared the desired outcomes of increasing awareness of college options and application processes (whether to
the CDWFI affiliated community college specifically or any college). All projects also shared the desired outcome
of increasing awareness of ECE content knowledge; however, one project opted to categorize that outcome as an
intermediate outcome to reflect a de-emphasis on students committing to learning about ECE in the short-term.
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Years of Enhanced CDWFI Funding for HS Component
1 Year

2 Years
MT
Pierce SMC
SAC

AVC

LASC

PCC

ELAC

Awareness of ECE career options













Awareness of ECE content knowledge













Awareness of ECE degree programs,
certificates and permits













Awareness of college options and application
processes













Intended Short-term Outcomes

Awareness of degree programs in ECE or
related fields, and certificates

3 Years
LACC

LAVC











17













.




Awareness of financial aid options and
application processes



Awareness of job readiness skills



Familiarity with college resources and
contacts



















Increased engagement in high school
Increased interest in pursuing a college
education





Increased interest in pursuing a degree in
ECE or related fields, and certificates
Increased interest in pursuing ECE degree,
certificates and permits














Understand skills to research and compare
college options



Understand study habits needed for college
coursework
Understanding of computer literacy skills









The diversity of approaches taken to shared program goals is evident in the intermediate outcomes identified by
projects. Intermediate outcomes, which were defined for projects as concrete behaviors and achievements
desired from students in the near-term as a result of services, did not coalesce around a set of outcomes. Partly,
the outcomes reflected services available to students within each project to act upon. The one common goal
shared across all projects was the students’ application to college. The only other goal shared by a majority of
projects was ECE course completion; in those projects, students could enroll in college-level courses ECE courses
offered through CDWFI or enroll in ECE courses already offered at the partner high school.

17

This project shared this outcome but chose to categorize it as an intermediate outcome.
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Years of Enhanced CDWFI Funding for HS Component
1 Year

Intended Intermediate Outcomes

AVC

Application for financial aid



Application to college



LASC

PCC

ELAC

2 Years
MT
Pierce SMC
SAC
.

3 Years
LACC




















Awareness of ECE content knowledge
ECE course completion



Education plan completion



















Follow-through on HS services



Follow-through on referrals to college services





HS education plan completion



HS GE course completion



Improve quality of ECE practice
Increase in peer mentoring

LAVC







The CDWFI projects shared the long-term outcome of preparing students to matriculate to college. All projects
also promoted entry into the college component of the CDWFI program. However, for a number of reasons, high
school students were not expected to matriculate into the CDWFI program as college members. First, it was
thought developmentally inappropriate to expect high school students to be aware of their professional interests
or to commit to entering the ECE field; in the college component, members must already be enrolled in degree
programs in CD/ECE or related fields. Additionally, in order for high school members to become college members,
they would need to matriculate into a college associated with the CDWFI program, which was also not a condition
of participating in the program as a high school student. Some projects envisioned additional long-term
outcomes. In ELAC and LAVC, project staff intended for students to have defined career pathways. In LAVC, the
project staff felt graduation from high school was a goal area for their project’s population. In LACC, students
were encouraged to complete college courses fulfilling requirements for a child development certificate and the
assistant teacher permit. In Mt. SAC, project staff promoted entry into a transitional program operated by the
community college.
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Years of Enhanced CDWFI Funding for HS Component
1 Year

Intended Long-term Outcomes

AVC

LASC

PCC

ELAC

2 Years
MT
Pierce SMC
SAC
.

3 Years
LACC

LAVC



Defined career pathway




Graduate from high school



Matriculate into bridge programs
Matriculation into CDWFI college program



















Matriculation into post-secondary institution



















Obtain Assistant Teacher permit



Obtain college-issued certificate



Selectively Targeted Populations. The CDWFI projects at times also intended to effect broader system

change through their high school component. All but one project (LASC) sought to influence populations other
than high school students through their high school components.
Selectively Targeted Population
System Gatekeepers
Parents
CDWFI College Members/Staff
Child care centers

# of Projects Serving
7
5
5
2

The most common target population intended to be reached through high school services, aside from high school
members themselves, were “gatekeepers,” individuals in key roles who could enable student access to resources
for advancement in educational or career goals. With the exception of AVC and LASC, CDWFI projects worked
with administrators, counselors, teachers, and/or afterschool staff, to increase access to ECE resources.
A majority of projects also provided some level of service to parents in an effort to engage them or better equip
them in supporting their students’ educational and career aspirations. In some projects parents were invited to
join their student to also learn about educational and career pathways. In a few projects, parents were given
individualized consultation with CDWFI project staff regarding their questions and concerns about their child’s
progress towards educational goals.
A majority of projects intended to develop the skills of CDWFI college members and staff through crossparticipation in the high school component. Involvement of college members was often structured such that
college members occasionally networked with high school members; for instance, high school members were
invited to attend workshops for the college members, or college members were invited to serve as hosts or
speakers on college tours. In AVC, LACC, LAVC, and Mt. SAC, projects also hired and trained college members as
mentors, where they became a regular presence at high school events and were easy for high school students to
approach; in the case of Mt. SAC, college members serving as mentors also led workshops.
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Additional detail on services offered to and outcomes expected of selectively targeted populations are outlined in
the logic models for each project that follow. Since the selectively targeted populations are not the subject of
evaluation outcomes they are not described in detail in the report.
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Appendix D. College Student Support Services by Project
College services were often differentiated at the community college, 4-year and graduate student levels; the
tables below indicate whether the specific service was available to at least some types of college members.

Types of Academic Supports
Academic advising/counseling
Academic workshops
College tours
Computer lab
Content workshops
Education plan
Resource center/lab
Technical assistance: college/transfer
applications
Tutoring

Types of Financial Supports
Book fees

AVC

ELAC

LACC

LASC

LAVC
















































AVC

ELAC

LACC

LASC

LAVC







































CD Permit fees
Financial aid advisement
Financial aid workshops
Incentives
Lending library
School supplies







Stipends
Technical assistance: financial aid applications
Tuition assistance









Mt.
SAC









Mt.
SAC

PCC









PCC

















Pierce SMC


















Pierce SMC
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Types of Professional Supports
Career counseling
Career workshops
Child care center tour
Conferences
CPR/First Aid certification

AVC

ELAC

LACC

LASC

LAVC










































LASC

LAVC




Develop cover letter
Develop or update resume
Internships
Job/Career fairs












Job shadowing



Mock interview
NAEYC membership
Notification of ECE job opportunities
Referral to CD/ECE job search assistance
Supporting member in their existing job
Technical assistance: CD Permit application










Training on interviewing skills
Training on job researching skills
Training on professionalism
Volunteering opportunities

Types of Social Supports
Cohort meetings
Dedicated advisors
Formal mentoring
Informal mentoring
Networking













AVC

ELAC

LACC























Online hubs (e.g., Facebook page, Instagram,
Online discussion board, etc.)
Social Events
























Mt.
SAC





PCC

Pierce SMC




















































Mt.
SAC















PCC



















Pierce SMC
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Appendix E. Application for High School Students
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Appendix F. Application for College Students

Please help us to provide high quality services by sharing the following information. ALL PERSONAL
INFORMATION SHARED IN THIS APPLICATION WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL. All questions in red are required.
Item Wording
Options (if applicable)
Validation and Logic (if
applicable)
Date of Application (mm/dd/yyyy)
date must be between the
start of the current
application year and the
end of the current fiscal
year
First Name
require at least one letter,
if returning student: autopopulate from system,
disallow numbers
Middle Initial
if returning student: autopopulate from system,
letters only
Last Name
require at least one letter,
if returning student: autopopulate from system
Previous Last Name (if applicable)
require at least one letter,
if returning student: autopopulate from system
Home Address
Street Address
Apt
City
State
Zip Code
Day Phone
Evening Phone
Cell Phone
Primary (School) Email
if returning student: autopopulate from system
Secondary Email
Gender
 Female
select one option, if
returning student: auto Male
populate from system
 Other
Date of Birth (mm/dd/yyyy)
date must be at least 16
years before current date
and less than 90 years
before current date, if
returning student: autopopulate from system
Place of Birth
if returning student: autoCity
populate from system,
State
disallow numbers
Country
Page 2: Program Information
Item Wording

Options (if applicable)

Validation and Logic (if
applicable)
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Please select the program you are
applying for.

Have you participated previously in the
program?
If yes, please check all of the academic
years that you have participated in the
program.













Antelope Valley College
East Los Angeles College
Los Angeles City College
Los Angeles Southwest College
Los Angeles Valley College
Pasadena City College
Pierce College
Mount San Antonio College
Santa Monica College
Yes
No








2008-09
2009-10
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14

College Student ID Number
Please select the school you are
currently attending
If Other, please specify

Please select all the high schools,
community colleges and/or 4-year
universities you have attended in the
past
If Other, please specify. Separate
multiple schools with commas.




[all schools in system]
Other

select one option, readonly, for partner users:
selected based on partner
entering application, for
student users: autopopulated from the
registration form

select one option, If
answer is No Skip to
College Student ID.
check all that apply

list of schools based on
response to “Please select
the program you are
applying for.”
required/visible if “Please
select the school you are
currently attending” =
Other. require at least 1
letter
check all that apply

required/visible if “Please
select all the high schools,
community colleges and/or
4-year universities you
have attended in the past”
= Other, require at least 1
letter

If you have attended any other high
schools or colleges, please list them
here.
Page 3: Participant Information
Item Wording
How do you identify your
race/ethnicity?

Options (if applicable)
 Asian
 Black/African-American
 Pacific Islander
 White/Caucasian
 Hispanic/Latino
 Native American/Alaskan
 Biracial/Multiracial (Please
specify)

Logic (if applicable)
select one option
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What is your primary language?

What are all the languages you speak
fluently? (check all that apply)

Page 4: Financial Information
Item Wording
How many adults in your household
contribute to your annual household
income?
What was your annual household
income last year?

Are you currently receiving financial
aid?
If yes, what type of financial aid?































Other (Please specify)
Arabic
Armenian
Cantonese
English
Farsi
Hmong
Japanese
Korean
Mandarin
Russian
Spanish
Tagalog
Vietnamese
Other (Please specify)
Arabic
Armenian
Cantonese
English
Farsi
Hmong
Japanese
Korean
Mandarin
Russian
Spanish
Tagalog
Vietnamese
Other (Please specify)

Options (if applicable)

















Less than $10,000
$10,000 – less than $20,000
$20,000 – less than $30,000
$30,000 – less than $40,000
$40,000 – less than $50,000
$50,000 – less than $75,000
$75,000 or more
Don’t know
Yes
No
Federal Student Loan
Federal Grant
Scholarship
BOG Waiver
Other (Please specify)

select one option

check all that apply

Validation and Logic (if
applicable)
valid range: 1 to 10
select one option

select one option
check all that apply,
required/visible if “Are you
currently receiving
financial aid?” = Yes
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How much are you currently receiving
(per semester)?
Are you receiving an additional fee
waiver (other than the BOG)?




Yes
No

If you received a waiver, please list the
agency/institution which granted the
waiver and the amount.
Institution
Amount
Page 5: Employment Information
Item Wording
Are you currently employed in the field
of Early Care & Education?
If yes, where do you work?

Please provide your work address.
Street Address
Apt/Unit/Suite
City
State
Zip Code
County

When did you start your current
position? (MM/DD/YYYY)

Options (if applicable)
 Yes
 No

required/visible if “Are you
currently receiving
financial aid?” = Yes
select one option,
required/visible if “Are you
currently receiving
financial aid?” = Yes
required/visible if “Are you
receiving an additional fee
waiver (other than the
BOG)?”

Logic (if applicable)
select one option
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes, require
at least 1 letter.
visible if “Are you currently
employed in the field of
Early Care & Education?”
= Yes
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes, letters
only
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
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What best describes your primary
position?












Are you the owner of a family child
care?





Student Teacher/Practicum
Teacher
Teacher Aide/Classroom
Assistant
Teacher
Lead Teacher/Master Teacher
Site Supervisor
Assistant Director
Executive Director
Specialized teacher staff (e.g.,
special ed. Teacher)
Professional support staff (e.g.,
curriculum specialist, mental
health consultant)
Manager/Coordinator/Administra
tive Assistant
Other (Please specify)
Yes
No

If you are not the owner of a family
child care, please provide the following
information about your direct
supervisor.
Supervisor’s name

Supervisor’s phone
Supervisor’s email
Which best describes the setting you
primarily work in?












Licensed child care center
Licensed family child care home
License-exempt provider (familyfriend-neighbor)
License-exempt center or schoolage program (e.g., Cal-SAFE,
military child care, parent co-op)
Resource & referral agency
4-year college/university
Community college
K-3 setting
Training organization
Other (Please specify)

select one option,
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes

select one option,
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
visible if “Are you the
owner of a family child
care?” = No
required/visible if “Are you
the owner of a family child
care?” = No, require at
least 1 letter
required/visible if “Are you
the owner of a family child
care?” = No
required/visible if “Are you
the owner of a family child
care?” = No
select one option,
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
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If Other, please specify

Please check the type of funding your
child care program receives. (check all
that apply)











If Other, please specify

Please indicate a number. If less than
a year, write “1”.
Number of years you have been
employed in the ECE field.

Number of years you have been
employed with your current employer.

How many hours per week and
months per year do you work at your
current job, on average?
Number of hours per week

Number of months per year

Head Start/Early Head Start
Alternative Payment Vouchers
Private Foundation/Employer
Sponsored
Parent Fees
First 5 (county)
LAUP
California Department of
Education/Child Development
Division (CDE/CDD, e.g., general
child care, migrant child care,
state preschool, campus child
care)
Don’t know
Other (please specify)

required/visible if “Which
best describes the setting
you primarily work in?” =
Other, require at least 1
letter
check all that apply,
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes

required/visible if “Please
check the type of funding
your child care program
receives.” = Other, require
at least 1 letter.
visible if “Are you currently
employed in the field of
Early Care & Education?”
= Yes
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes, valid
range: 1 to 90
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes, valid
range: 1 to 90
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes, valid
range: 1 to 168
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes. valid
range: 1 to 12
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How many total children are in your
care at the program where you work?

required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
visible if “Are you currently
employed in the field of
Early Care & Education?”
= Yes

How many children in your care are in
the following age groups? Please write
a number in each box. If you don’t
care for any children in a category
please type “0”.
Infant (Birth to 18 months)

Toddler (19 months to 36 months)

Preschool (3 to 5 years)

Transitional Kindergarten (4 to 5
years)
School-Age/Elementary (Kindergarten
to 6th grade)
Of the children 0-5 that you serve, do
you serve any children who are English
language learners?





Yes
No
Don’t know





Yes
No
Don’t know

If Yes, how many are English language
learners?

Of the children age 0-5 that you serve,
do you serve any children with special
needs? Children with special needs are
those who have an IEP (Individualized
Education Plan), an ISF (Individualized
Family Service Plan) OR who have a
behavioral, developmental, or health
issues that impact their family's ability
to receive child care services.
If yes, how many are special needs?

required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
select one option,
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
required/visible if “Of the
children 0-5 that you
serve, do you serve any
children who are English
language learners?” = Yes
select one option,
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes

required/visible if “Of the
children age 0-5 that you
serve, do you serve any
children with special
needs?” = Yes
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What is your salary type?





Hourly
Salary
No Salary – I am an unpaid
intern, student teacher or
volunteer.

If Hourly, what is your wage per hour?
If annually, what is your annual salary
in ECE (Early Childhood Education)
field?
Page 6: Academic Information
Item Wording
Indicate the highest level of education
you have completed

Options (if applicable)
 I have not earned a high school
diploma or GED
 GED
 High school diploma
 Some college
 AA/AS in ECE
 AA/AS in non-ECE major (please
specify)
 BA/BS in ECE
 BA/BS in non-ECE major (please
specify)
 MA/MS in ECE
 MA/MS in non-ECE major (please
specify)

Please indicate what major your
degree is in.

How many early childhood
education/child development units
have you completed?
How many total college units have you
completed?
If you have earned your diploma or
degree, did you earn your highest
degree from another country?
If Yes, please specify

select one option,
required/visible if “Are you
currently employed in the
field of Early Care &
Education?” = Yes
required/visible if “What is
your salary type?” =
Hourly
required/visible if “What is
your salary type?” =
Salary

Logic (if applicable)
select one option

required if "Indicate the
highest level of education
you have completed" =
AA/AS in non-ECE Major
OR BA/BS in non-ECE
Major OR MA/MS in nonECE Major, require at least
1 letter




Yes (please specify)
No

select one option
required if “If you have
earned your diploma or
degree, did you earn your
highest degree from
another country?” = Yes,
disallow numbers, require
at least 1 letter
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Please check your GPA range in each
type of school you have attended.
Please check N/A for “not applicable”.
High School

2-Year College

4-Year College

Have you met an Academic Counselor
at your school and developed an
educational plan for your studies?

























Less than 1.5
1.5 to 1.99
2.0 to 2.49
2.5 to 2.99
3.0 to 3.49
3.5 to 4.0
N/A
Less than 1.5
1.5 to 1.99
2.0 to 2.49
2.5 to 2.99
3.0 to 3.49
3.5 to 4.0
N/A
Less than 1.5
1.5 to 1.99
2.0 to 2.49
2.5 to 2.99
3.0 to 3.49
3.5 to 4.0
N/A
Yes
No

Page 7: Permit/Teaching Credential Information
Item Wording
Options (if applicable)
Please indicate the highest level Child
Development Permit you currently
hold.

Please indicate the type of Child
Development Permit you plan to apply
for within the current academic year.

Please indicate the type of Teaching
Credential you plan to apply for after
receiving your BA/BS.





















I do not currently hold a Child
Development permit
Assistant
Associate Teacher
Teacher
Master Teacher
Site Supervisor
Program Director
I do not plan on applying for a
Child Development permit
Assistant
Associate Teacher
Teacher
Master Teacher
Site Supervisor
Program Director
Don’t know
I do not plan on applying for a
Teaching Credential
Don’t know
Multiple (K-12)
Special Education

select one option

select one option

select one option

select one option

Validation and Logic (if
applicable)
select one option

select one option

select one option
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Page 8: Participant Goals
Item Wording
Please indicate what you hope to
achieve THIS YEAR by participating in
the program. (check all that apply)

Single Subject (please specify)
Other (please specify)

Options (if applicable)


















Meet other students interested in
Early Childhood Education/Child
Development
Learn about careers in Early
Childhood Education/Child
Development
Learn about degrees in Early
Childhood Education/Child
Development
Advance my education by taking
college courses
Enroll in community college
Transfer to a 4-year college or
university
Enroll in a 4-year college or
university
Enroll in a graduate program
Earn a Child Development
Program
Upgrade my Child Development
Permit
Renew my Child Development
Permit
Earn an ECE certificate at a
community college
Obtain a 2-year college degree
(AA/AS)
Obtain a 4-year college degree
(BA/BS)
Obtain a graduate degree
(MA/MS)
Earn a promotion to a higher
position (please specify)
Other (please specify)

Page 9: Educational Pathways and Career Options
Please indicate how much you agree with the following statements
Item Wording
Options (if applicable)
I know about the different career
options that exist in the field of Early
Childhood Education/Child
Development.
I know the steps to take in order to
pursue a career in Early Childhood
Education/Child Development.










Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
Decline to state
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree

Validation and Logic (if
applicable)
check all that apply

Validation and Logic (if
applicable)
select one option

select one option
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I know about the educational
requirements for careers in Early
Childhood Education/ Child
Development.
I know about the compensation (pay)
I can expect from a career in Early
Childhood Education/ Child
Development.
I know about the Child Development
Permit requirements.

I know about how to apply for a new
or upgraded Child Development
Permit.

I know where to find more information
on Child Development Permits.





























Strongly agree
Decline to state
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
Decline to state
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
Decline to state
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
Decline to state
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
Decline to state
Strongly disagree
Disagree
Agree
Strongly agree
Decline to state

select one option

select one option

select one option

select one option

select one option

Page 10: Life Experiences
The following set of questions will help us to understand the unique life experiences of our students so that we
can improve the services we offer. If you do not wish to answer a question, you may select "Decline to state".
Item Wording
Do you receive financial support from
your parents?
Are you a veteran of active services in
the U.S. Armed Forces?
At any time, were you in foster care, a
dependent/ward of the court, or in
out-of-home care (living with a
relative, living in a foster home, group
home, or other out -of-home
placement)?
Are you an emancipated youth?

Did you receive an IEP during high
school?

Options (if applicable)










Yes
No
Decline to state
Yes
No
Decline to state
Yes
No
Decline to state








Yes
No
Decline to state
Yes
No
Decline to state

Validation and Logic (if
applicable)
select one option

select one option
select one option

select one option

select one option
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Are you an AB540 student?
Please indicate your marital status.

How many children do you have under
the age of 18?
Are you receiving any of the following
financial supports from the
government?










Yes
No
Decline to state
Never married
Married
Divorced or separated
Widowed
Decline to state

select one option







Aid for Dependent Children
CalFresh (EBT cards)
CalWorks
Section 8 Housing Voucher
Social Security Disability
Insurance (SSDI)
Supplemental Security Income
(SSI)
Woman, Infants and Children
program (WIC)
Other
I do not receive any financial
support from the government
Decline to state

check all that apply







select one option

Page 10: Permission to Share Data
You may choose to answer “I agree” or “I do not agree” to the statements on this page without affecting your
ability to access services or participate in the program.
Item Wording
Options (if applicable)
Validation and Logic (if
applicable)
1. I AUTHORIZE THE CALIFORNIA
I agree
select one option
EARLY CARE AND EDUCATION
I do not agree
WORKFORCE REGISTRY
ADMINISTRATORS TO USE THE
INFORMATION I PROVIDE ON THIS
APPLICATION TO SET UP AND
MAINTAIN AN ACCOUNT FOR ME IN
THE REGISTRY. I UNDERSTAND THAT
I WILL RECEIVE AN ACCOUNT
VALIDATION EMAIL THAT CONTAINS
MY PERSONAL USER ID AND
PASSWORD. I UNDERSTAND THAT AT
ANY TIME I WILL BE ABLE TO LOG IN
TO THE REGISTRY USING MY
PERSONAL USER ID AND PASSWORD
TO VIEW MY INFORMATION AND IT
IS MY RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE
ITS ACCURACY. I UNDERSTAND THAT
I CAN VIEW THE REGISTRY PRIVACY
POLICY AND TERMS OF USER
AGREEMENT AT ANY TIME ON THE
REGISTRY HOME PAGE AT
www.caregistry.org.”
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The following statement concerns whether you give permission to share information from this form in the event
that you transfer or matriculate to a different CDWFI project. Your data would only be shared with the CDWFI
project that you joined.
2. I AGREE THAT INFORMATION
I agree
select one option
FROM THIS FORM MAY BE SHARED
I do not agree
WITH CHILD DEVELOPMENT
WORKFORCE INITIATIVE PROGRAM
STAFF AT OTHER SCHOOLS TO
ENHANCE AND CUSTOMIZE MY
SERVICES IN THE CASE THAT I
TRANSFER BETWEEN PROJECTS.
Page 11: Certification and Signature
Please initial after reading each statement.
Item Wording
Options (if applicable)
1. I CERTIFY THAT ALL OF THE
INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS
APPLICATION IS TRUE AND CORRECT.
I UNDERSTAND THAT FALSIFICATION
OF ANY INFORMATION WILL RENDER
ME INELIGIBLE FOR THE CDWFI
(CHILD DEVELOPMENT WORKFORCE
INITIATIVE) PROGRAM AND WILL
REQUIRE THE RETURN OF ANY FUNDS
COLLECTED.
2. I HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD
THE RULES OF ELIGIBILITY FOR
FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THE
SEMESTER.
3. I UNDERSTAND THAT IT IS MY
RESPONSIBILITY TO INFORM THE
CDWFI PROGRAM STAFF OF ANY
CHANGES TO MY ADDRESS FROM THE
TIME OF MY APPLICATION THROUGH
THE COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM
AND TO PROVIDE INFORMATION AND
DOCUMENTATION AS REQUESTED.
4. I UNDERSTAND THAT
INFORMATION FROM THIS FORM AND
OTHER NON-IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION THAT I PROVIDE TO
THE PROGRAM THROUGH
PARTICIPATION IN SURVEYS, FOCUS
GROUPS AND INTERVIEWS MAY BE
REVIEWED BY REPRESENTATIVES OF
LAUP, FIRST 5 LA, INDEPENDENT
AUDITORS, OR OTHERS AS
NECESSARY FOR THE EVALUATION
AND ADMINISTRATION AND TO
SECURE ONGOING FUNDING FOR THE
PROGRAM.

Validation and Logic (if
applicable)

Initials

Initials

Initials

Initials
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5. I UNDERSTAND THAT IN ORDER TO
REMAIN ELIGIBLE FOR THE CDWFI
PROGRAM I MUST COMPLETE A
STUDENT CONTRACT AND REMAIN IN
COMPLIANCE THROUGHOUT THE
DURATION OF THE PROGRAM.
I understand under penalty of perjury
that the above statements are true
and correct to the best of my
knowledge and belief. I understand
that by typing my name in the
signature field I am providing an
electronic signature.
Applicant’s Signature and Date

Initials

Initials
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Appendix G. High School Member Survey
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Appendix H. College Member Survey
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Appendix I. Job Follow-Up Survey
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Appendix J. Leads Survey
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Appendix K. High School Staff Focus Groups Protocol
INTRODUCTION
This is a draft logic model based on what I could glean from past reports, SOW, and represents a guess of the
program services and structure. I’d like to use this time to hear your feedback and reactions on how this logic
model could be improved.
QUESTIONS
1. Who does the program directly support? Are there populations you intend to impact with the high school
component, aside from high school members (e.g. a wider high school population, administrators, or
personnel serving high school students)?
2. (For the target population) what are the efforts undertaken and services provided?
3. How often and for what duration is the (service) offered?
4. (For the target population) what changes in ideas or thought processes are expected as a result?
5. (For the target population) what concrete actions or achievements do you expect as a result?
6. What is the program goal for (the target population)?
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